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Summary 

     ____________________________________________________ 

 

The Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) constitute an important zonal circulation 

that significantly influences the climate system. Understanding the variability and the impact 

of various forcings on the SWW remains a significant area of investigation.  

As an important forcing which influences the climate on decadal to millennial time-scales, 

solar activity is considered to be a potential driver for SWW variability. Two ways of looking 

at the influence of solar activity on climate change are through the „bottom-up‟ and „top-

down‟ mechanisms. In „bottom-up‟ mechanism, the applied changes in total solar irradiance 

mostly affect the climate system through shortwave absorption by the surface, whereas less 

direct heating by solar radiation takes place at higher levels of the atmosphere. Under this 

mechanism, the strength and position of the SWW are strongly related to meridional surface 

temperature gradients. By contrast, a “top-down” mechanism influences the troposphere via 

stratospheric ozone responses to variations in ultraviolet radiation. These solar-induced 

changes in stratospheric ozone are also a postulated factor for shifting the SWW by 

influencing the tropospheric subtropical westerly jet through dynamical coupling between the 

atmospheric layers.  

Another important forcing of global climate on longer time scales is accomplished by 

changes in the seasonal insolation caused by the varying Earth orbital parameters. This 

astronomical forcing is generally regarded as a dominant factor for glacial interglacial 

climate. A considerable variation in the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of insolation, 

especially a decrease in austral winter-spring insolation accompanied by an increase in austral 

summer-fall insolation, can be observed between 7 kyr BP and present-day. These changes in 

seasonal insolation can also be considered as a potential forcing that causes long-term 

variations in the structure, position and intensity of the SWW on multi-millennial timescales. 

In order to study the response of the SWW during the Holocene under the above mentioned 

forcings, numerical modelling is applied. Numerical experiments were carried out with 

idealized solar forcing using the comprehensive global climate model CCSM3 (Community 

Climate System Model version 3) to study the response of SWW under solar variability. In 
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addition to these simulations, a high-resolution iron record from the Chilean continental slope 

(41°S), which is interpreted to reflect changes in the position of the SWW, is shown to be 

significantly correlated with reconstructed solar activity during the past 3000 years. Taken 

together, the proxy and model results suggest that centennial-scale periods of lower (higher) 

solar activity caused equatorward (southward) shifts of the annual mean SWW (based on a 

„bottom-up‟ mechanism). 

To study the influence of the stratosphere and its ozone content on SWW variability, two 

simulations (one with fixed and one with solar-induced varying stratospheric ozone) were 

analysed from the coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model, EGMAM (ECHO-

G with Middle Atmosphere Model) covering the period from Late Maunder Minimum to Pre-

Industrial (1675-1790 AD). The results from these analyses are in agreement with the 

findings from CCSM3 experiments, suggesting that for periods of lower solar activity, the 

annual mean SWW does exhibit an equatorward shift. The response in simulations with 

varying stratospheric ozone is more pronounced and robust compared to the one with fixed 

ozone suggesting an important contribution from the middle atmosphere through a „top-

down‟ mechanism. 

To study the evolution of the SWW under orbital forcing from the mid-Holocene (7 kyr BP) 

to pre-industrial modern times (250 yr BP), transient experiments using CCSM3 were carried 

out. In addition, a model inter-comparison is also carried out using orbitally forced Holocene 

transient simulations from four other coupled global climate models. Analyses and 

comparison of the model results suggest that the annual and seasonal mean SWW are 

subjected to an overall strengthening and poleward shifting trend during the course of the 

mid-to-late Holocene under the influence of orbital forcing, except for the austral spring 

season, where the SWW exhibit an opposite trend of shifting towards the equator.    
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Zusammenfassung 

____________________________________________________ 

 

Die südhemisphärischen Westwinde (SWW) stellen eine bedeutende zonale Zirkulation dar, 

die das Klimasystem der Erde signifikant beeinflusst. Das Verständnis ihrer Variabilität und 

der Einfluss unterschiedlicher Antriebsmechanismen sind daher ein wichtiges 

Forschungsgebiet. 

Als ein wichtiger Antriebsmechanismus, der das Klima auf Zeitskalen von Jahrzehnten bis 

Jahrtausenden beeinflusst, wird die Aktivität der Sonne als potenzieller Motor für SWW-

Variabilität betrachtet. Dabei gibt es grundsätzlich zwei mögliche Wege, über welche die 

Sonnenaktivität Klimaänderungen bewirken kann, nämlich „bottom-up“ und „top-down“. 

Beim „bottom-up“-Mechanismus beeinflussen Änderungen in der solaren 

Gesamtstrahlungsenergie das Klimasystem über die Absorption kurzwelliger Strahlung an 

der Oberfläche, während die direkte Erwärmung oberer Atmosphärenschichten durch 

Absorption solarer Strahlung nur gering ist. Bei diesem Mechanismus hängen Stärke und 

Lage der SWW eng mit meridionalen Temperaturgradienten an der Oberfläche zusammen. 

Im Gegensatz dazu beeinflusst der „top-down“-Mechanismus die Troposphäre durch 

Änderungen in der stratosphärischen Ozonkonzentration, die ihrerseits durch Variationen im 

ultravioletten Bereich des Solarspektrums hervorgerufen werden. Diese solarinduzierten 

Änderungen in der stratosphärischen Ozonchemie stellen ebenfalls einen möglicherweise 

wichtigen Faktor für SWW-Änderungen dar, wobei die dynamische Kopplung zwischen den 

Atmosphärenschichten entscheidend ist. 

Ein weiterer wichtiger Antriebsmechanismus für Klimavariabilität auf längeren Zeitskalen 

hängt mit jahreszeitlichen Änderungen der Insolation aufgrund von variierenden 

Erdbahnparametern zusammen. Dieser astronomische Antriebsmechanismus wird im 

Allgemeinen als dominanter Faktor für Glazial-Interglazial-Klimaschwankungen betrachtet. 

Eine erhebliche Variation in der jahreszeitlichen und breitengradabhängigen Verteilung der 

Insolation – insbesondere eine Abnahme in der südhemisphärischen Winter-Frühlings-

Einstrahlung sowie eine Zunahme in der südhemisphärischen Sommer-Herbst-Insolation – 

kann für den Zeitraum 7 ka vor heute bis heute beobachtet werden. Diese Änderungen in der 

jahreszeitlichen Einstrahlung können ebenfalls als potenzieller Antriebsmechanismus 
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betrachtet werden, welcher langfristige Veränderungen in der Struktur, Position und Stärke 

der SWW auf Zeitskalen von mehreren Jahrtausenden verursacht. 

Das Verhalten der SWW im Holozän hinsichtlich der oben genannten Antriebsmechanismen 

sollte mit Hilfe numerischer Modelle studiert werden. Um den Einfluss variabler 

Sonnenaktivität auf die SWW zu untersuchen, wurden numerische Experimente mit dem 

komplexen globalen Klimamodell CCSM3 (Community Climate System Model Version 3) 

mit idealisiertem solaren Antrieb durchgeführt. Zudem wurde der Eisengehalt eines zeitlich 

hochaufgelösten marinen Sedimentkerns vom chilenischen Kontinentalrand (41°S) statistisch 

untersucht. Der Eisengehalt in diesem Sedimentkern spiegelt Änderungen in der SWW-

Position wieder und zeigt signifikante Korrelation mit rekonstruierter Sonnenaktivität 

während der letzten 3000 Jahre. Zusammengenommen deuten Proxy- und Modellergebnisse 

stark darauf hin, dass – auf der Jahrhundertzeitskala – Perioden geringer (hoher) 

Sonnenaktivität mit jährlich gemittelten SWW verbunden waren, die zum Äquator (Südpol) 

hin verlagert waren (basierend auf einem „bottom-up“-Mechanismus). 

Um den Einfluss der Stratosphäre und ihres Ozongehalts auf die Variabilität der SWW zu 

untersuchen, wurden zwei Simulationen (eine mit fester Ozonkonzentration und eine mit 

solarinduzierter stratosphärischer Ozonvariabilität) untersucht, die mit dem gekoppelten 

Atmosphäre-Ozean-Zirkulationsmodell EGMAM (ECHO-G with Middle Atmosphere 

Model) durchgeführt wurden und die Periode vom Späten Maunder-Minimum bis zum 

Beginn der industriellen Epoche umfassen (d.h. 1675-1790 n.Chr.). Die Ergebnisse dieser 

Analyse stehen in Einklang mit den Befunden, die aus den CCSM3-Simulationen gewonnen 

wurden. Demnach verlagern sich die Jahresmittel-SWW während Perioden geringerer 

Sonnenaktivität zum Äquator hin. Diese Verlagerung ist in der Simulation mit variierendem 

stratosphärischen Ozongehalt allerdings wesentlich signifikanter ausgeprägt als in der 

Simulation mit fester Ozonkonzentration. Hieraus kann ein wichtiger Beitrag der mittleren 

Atmosphäre über einen „top-down“-Mechanismus abgeleitet werden. 

Um die Entwicklung der SWW unter orbitalem Antrieb zwischen dem mittleren Holozän (7 

ka vor heute) und der vorindustriellen modernen Epoche (250 Jahre vor heute) zu 

untersuchen, wurden transiente Experimente mit CCSM3 durchgeführt. Zusätzlich wurde ein 

Zwischenmodellvergleich durchgeführt unter Verwendung orbital angetriebener transienter 

Holozän-Simulationen mit vier weiteren gekoppelten Klimamodellen. Analyse und Vergleich 

der Modellresultate deuten darauf hin, dass die jährlich und jahreszeitlich gemittelten SWW 
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einer Intensivierung und Verlagerung nach Süden im Verlauf des mittleren bis späten 

Holozän unterliegen. Eine Ausnahme stellt dabei der südhemisphärische Frühling dar, in dem 

die SWW einen entgegengesetzten Trend mit einer Verlagerung hin zum Äquator zeigen. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Global atmospheric circulation 

The general circulation of the atmosphere is referred to as the average movement of the 

world‟s wind. The unequal heating of the Earth‟s surface by solar radiation is its basic driving 

mechanism. Although, the energy received by the Earth as a whole is balanced by the energy 

radiated back into the space, there are certain locations with exceptions. The equatorial belt is 

one such location where it receives more heat than it radiates back to space and the polar 

region is another example where it loses more heat then it gains. The low-latitude regions 

between the tropics and the equator therefore, are constantly warm, whereas the polar regions 

are always colder. The mid-latitude region in between represents the zone of interpenetration 

between the warm tropical air and cold polar air. If there were no such exchange of warmth 

and cold, equatorial regions would become increasingly hotter and polar regions, increasingly 

colder. The atmosphere (as well as the ocean) provides the essential link between the 

equatorial and polar regions, by transporting heat from the warmer to the colder regions. The 

fundamental aspects of atmospheric (and oceanic) motions which help such exchange of heat 

thus constitute the general circulation of the atmosphere (as well as ocean).  

The general circulation is one of the most dominant controlling factors in the distribution of 

world climatic zones. Much of the energy for the maintenance of global circulation comes 

from the tropical oceans, where evaporation transfers large amounts of latent heat to the 

atmosphere. The latitudinal difference in heating is expected to create a simple circulation of 

rising air in the warm equatorial region and cold polar region, the effects of Earth‟s rotation 

diverting the wind into gigantic whirling systems that are generally aligned in latitudinal 

belts.  

In the 17
th

 century, Halley (1686) pioneered the study of the trade winds with the then 

available data and speculated that the observed winds at the surface were associated with a 

direct thermally-driven circulation between a heat source and a heat sink, which reversed its 

direction between winter and summer seasons. An explanation for the formation of the trade 

winds along with their observed reversal of direction in the context of differential heating 

between the equator and the poles and with the rotation of the Earth was suggested by Hadley 

(1735). His argument was that a general equatorward drift of the trade winds at low levels 
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should be compensated by a poleward drift at high levels in order to prevent an accumulation 

of mass near the equator. In addition, a general westward drag by the trade winds near the 

Earth‟s surface at low latitudes, resulting from the rotation of the Earth, has to be balanced by 

an eastward drag by the westerlies in high latitudes so as to prevent a general slowing down 

of the Earth. Later, it was found that this general westward or eastward drift of the wind was 

required to conserve the Earth. The movement of the Earth is faster at the equator than at 

higher latitudes. This would force a parcel of air moving from high latitudes towards the 

equator, to acquire an increasingly eastward drift, in order to conserve the angular momentum 

of its native latitude. 

However, Hadley‟s idealized single-cell concept had to undergo modifications demanded by 

later observations which proclaimed the presence of a high pressure belt over the subtropics 

and a low pressure belt further poleward near ~60° latitude. These pressure belts resulted in 

meridional pressure gradient associated with a poleward drift of air and also a compensating 

equatorward drift at some height, over the mid-latitudes. Later, it was found that the mid-

latitude westerly winds were baroclinically unstable and were largely eddy-driven.   

Introduction of the indirect cells that are characterized by a poleward flow near the surface 

and equatorward flow at higher levels, over the mid-latitudes, was first suggested by Ferrel 

(1859) and Thomson (1892) in a view to modify the idealized single-cell Hadley circulation 

model. The distinct role played by tropical circulation and the idea of a three-cell model of 

global atmospheric circulation was first put forward mainly by Rossby (1947). Rossby‟s 

three-cell meridional circulation model, in general, depicted a direct circulation cell over the 

tropics with rising air over the equatorial region and sinking air over the subtropical belt, an 

indirect circulation cell over the mid-latitudes and a direct circulation over the polar latitudes, 

along with a polar front located at a latitude of ~60° (Fig. 1).  

Near the equator, where the average solar radiation is greatest, air is warmed at the surface 

and rises resulting in the formation of the band of low air pressure known as the Intertropical 

Convergence Zone (ITCZ), where the surface air is drawn from the subtropics. The 

subtropical air, on reaching the equator, rises into the tropopause due to convergence and 

convection and then begins flowing horizontally to the polar region (in both the 

hemispheres). 

 

http://www.newmediastudio.org/DataDiscovery/Hurr_ED_Center/Hurr_Structure_Energetics/Convergence/Convergence.html
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This rising air comprises the circulation pattern called the Hadley Cell, which is the major 

tropical circulation pattern (Fig. 1). The Hadley cell eventually returns air to the surface of 

the Earth near ~ 30° latitude. The descending portion of the Hadley Cell produces a band of 

high air pressure at these latitudes called the subtropical high, from where the surface air 

travels in two directions. Winds are generated between the subtropical high and the equatorial 

band of low pressure (i.e. ITCZ), as air moves from high surface pressure towards low 

surface pressure. These winds are deflected from east to west as they travel toward the 

equator by the Coriolis force, resulting in the trade winds or the tropical easterlies (Fig. 1). 

The other portion of the surface air moves towards the poles from the subtropical high zone. 

This air is also deflected by the Coriolis force, contributing towards the formation of the 

temperate (mid-latitude) westerlies (Fig. 1). The Ferrel cell has winds sinking at ~ 30° 

latitude which then starts travelling pole-ward as they reach the ground. This poleward 

branch diverges with the winds from the Hadley Cell (Fig. 1) providing the poleward 

component of the mid-latitude westerlies.  These winds continue travelling poleward until 

they converge with winds in the Polar cell at ~ 60° latitude (Fig. 1).  Finally, in the Polar cell, 

winds ascend at ~ 60° latitude and spread out poleward as they reach the upper troposphere.  

Here, the winds sink down at the poles and then diverge towards the equator until they reach 

~ 60° latitude where they rise up again to complete the cell.  They provide the equator-ward 

component of the polar easterlies. 

Fig. 1 Three-cell model 

for both the hemispheres 

representing the 

atmospheric general 

circulation. 
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Although climatologically this idealized model has certain utility, many aspects are missing 

which prevents it from describing the large scale circulation accurately mainly because of the 

facts that neither is the Earth made up of uniform material nor is the Sun always overhead at 

the equator. A large deviation of pressure pattern and the wind distribution over the globe in 

time and space occur due to the uneven land sea distribution on the Earth‟s surface, the 

physiography, the nature of the land surfaces, the apparent seasonal migration of the Sun 

from one solstice to the other etc. However, the three-cell model consisting of two direct 

Hadley-type cells, one over the tropics between the equator and about 30° latitudes and the 

second over the polar belt poleward of about 60° latitudes, and an indirect Thomson-Ferrel 

cell over the mid-latitudes is perhaps, the closest to what is observed in the real atmosphere 

over any part of the globe at any time of the year (e.g. Starr 1968). 

As seen before, the dominant component of the large-scale atmospheric flow is the west-to-

east circulation in the upper troposphere. However, this circulation alone is not sufficient to 

transport the heat and angular momentum poleward, which mainly requires a north-south 

flow. Though there exists a mean meridional circulation, dominated by the Hadley circulation 

of the tropical atmosphere which could transport heat and angular momentum poleward 

within the tropics, this circulation becomes much weaker on reaching the middle latitudes and 

cannot produce much transport there. Rather, in the extra-tropical atmosphere, the north-

south flow is mainly driven by eddies (e.g. Oort 1971; Hartmann 1994).  

A typical example for the eddy-driven flow in the atmospheric system is the mid-latitude jets 

of the Southern Hemisphere (SH) which are associated with the surface westerly winds. 

These surface westerlies which are controlled by large-scale eddy momentum fluxes are 

easily differentiable from the Hadley driven subtropical jet and are also present in all the 

seasons (Fig. 2). Also, the first EOF (Empirical Orthogonal Function) of zonal wind is almost 

independent of the season and represents meridional shifts of the eddy-driven jet (Hartmann 

and Lo, 1998). As seen in Fig. 2, the eddy meridional momentum flux is dominant in the 

southern mid-latitudes, extending throughout the troposphere, during both boreal winter as 

well as summer season. It is the balance between the convergence of this eddy meridional 

momentum flux and the surface drag which is mostly driving the mid-latitude Southern 

Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW).  
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The SWW, which are basically the prevailing winds in the mid-latitude belt of 30°S to 60°S, 

are the strongest time-averaged winds over the oceans in the world. Not only do they play a 

significant role in controlling the SH climate, but also are a crucial factor in affecting the 

global climate.    

1.2 Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) in the climate system 

The westerly winds are a major zonal circulation in both northern and southern hemispheres. 

They are especially well developed in the southern mid to high latitudes, due to the absence 

of vast land covered areas and also probably due to more pronounced temperature gradients 

caused by Antarctica (because of the fact that Antarctica is colder than the Arctic). These 

SWW have a substantial contribution that influences the ocean circulation through wind-

driven upwelling of deep water in the Southern Ocean and thus on the global climate 

(Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995; Rahmstorf and England, 1997; Klinger et al., 2004, 

Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007; Sijp and England, 2009). In addition, the impact on the Indian-

Atlantic Ocean water exchange by Agulhas leakage is another aspect through which the 

SWW affect the global ocean circulation (Sijp and England, 2009; Biastoch et al., 2009). By 

pushing the waters away from the Antarctic continent, the SWW raise a large amount of deep 

water to the ocean‟s surface south of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). It has been 

Fig. 2 Eddy meridional 

momentum flux (in m
2
/s

2
) 

climatology for the 

December/January/February 

and June/July/August seasons. 

Figure modified after Hartmann 

(2007). 
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argued that the Ekman-driven upwelling and removal of deep water in the circumpolar belt 

may be quantitatively related to the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water (Toggweiler and 

Samuels, 1995) and may also affect atmospheric CO2 contents (Toggweiler et al., 2006). The 

SWW are also suggested to have an impact on large-scale precipitation patterns as well as 

Antarctic temperatures (Shulmeister et al., 2004; Schneider et al., 2006). The changes in 

westerly intensity over time are suggested to enhance or diminish climatic controls like the El 

Niño-Southern Oscillation (e.g. Bertler et al., 2006; Toggweiler et al., 2006). Also, it is 

shown in a recent study that the positive phase of Southern Annular Mode (SAM), associated 

with poleward shifted westerlies, might account for an increased wildfire activity in 

Patagonia (Holz and Veblen, 2011). Accordingly, understanding the variability and the 

impact of various forcings on the SWW remains a significant area of investigation. 

Although, the relative importance of SWW on influencing the climate variability is widely 

accepted, there are significant gaps in our understanding of how the strength and the 

latitudinal position of the westerlies have varied in the recent past. Most of the studies 

focussed on the time period of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) w.r.t the SWW variability. 

While some climate modelling studies suggested a poleward shift in storm tracks and SWW 

during the Last Glacial Maximum (Valdes, 2000; Wyroll et al., 2000; Kitoh et al., 2001; Shin 

et al., 2003; Rojas et al., 2009), other models simulated an equatorward (Kim et al., 2003) or 

no latitudinal displacement, but rather an intensification (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006) of the 

mean westerlies. Likewise, proxy-based reconstructions of the glacial SWW provide 

contradictory views with claims of a poleward displacement (e.g. Markgraf, 1987; Markgraf 

et al., 1992) standing in contrast to the evidence of an equatorward shift (e.g. Heusser, 1989; 

Lamy et al., 1998, 1999; Shulmeister et al., 2004) compared to pre-industrial conditions. 

Holocene variability of SWW is also discussed in some modelling as well as proxy studies 

where also the disparities regarding the direction of the wind shifts persist (e.g. Heinz Veit, 

1996; Lamy et al., 2001; Lamy et al., 2002; Gilli et al., 2005; Mayr et al., 2007; Lamy et al., 

2010; Moreno et al., 2010, Waldmann et al., 2010; Varma et al., 2011). The paucity of multi-

proxy paleoclimatic records in the SH is one of the main reasons for these controversial 

discussions about the past location of the SWW which also makes the validation of model 

results challenging.  
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1.3 Forcings on SWW 

As described earlier, the climate system is always trying to minimize the energy gradients 

created by the unequal distribution of Sun‟s energy throughout the Earth‟s surface. The 

composition of the atmosphere (gases, aerosols, clouds etc) plays a significant role in driving 

the radiative processes, as these components are connected to chemical, thermal, and 

dynamical changes taking place in the atmosphere on vastly different time scales. Any 

change in these processes can force climate to change (Chapter 6 in Battarbee and Binney, 

2008). The most important forcings on climate acting on decadal to millennial timescales are 

probably volcanic eruptions, changes in the concentration of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere, changes related to the output of energy from the Sun, changes in the seasonal 

insolation caused by the varying Earth orbital parameters etc. However, on a long-term 

(centennial to millennial timescales) perspective, the major natural forcings driving climate 

variability are considered to be the solar and the orbital forcings.  

1.3.1 Solar forcing 

On longer time scales there is an increasing evidence for solar forcing on climate change (e.g. 

van Geel et al., 1999; Renssen et al., 2000; Bond et al., 2001; Mauquoy et al., 2002; Hu et al., 

2003; Versteegh 2005). The apparently large sensitivity of the climate system to 

comparatively small changes in solar activity is an indication for the amplification by 

feedback processes in the climate system. The sunspot record provides the longest historical 

record of solar activity representing the well known 11-year Schwabe cycle associated with a 

generally increasing trend from 1610 to the present. They also capture the distinct periods of 

low solar activity such as the Maunder Minimum (1645-1715 AD) and Dalton Minimum 

(1795-1820 AD). Proxy data derived from measurements of the cosmogenic radionuclides 

10
Be and 

14
C in natural archives such as ice cores and tree rings provide the extension of the 

solar activity record beyond the era of direct observations (e.g. Beer et al., 1990; Stuiver et 

al., 1991; Muscheler et al., 2004). The fluctuations in solar activity result in several cyclic 

features exhibiting periodicities around 11 years (Schwabe cycle), 87 years (Gleissberg 

cycle), 205 years (de Vries or Suess cycle), 2200 years (Halstatt cycle) etc., which have 

influence on climate (Stuiver and Braziunas, 1993; Chapter 6 in Batterbee and Binney, 2008).  

Being a significant forcing on climate, solar activity could also be a potential driver for SWW 

variability. Van Geel et al. (2000) proposed solar activity as one of the possible factors for a 

shift in atmospheric circulation during the late Holocene around 2700 years BP. The abrupt 
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decrease in solar activity during this period might have acted as a trigger for the glacier 

advancement towards the equator due to an equatorward shift of climatic zones along with 

the SWW (Van Geel et al., 2000).  

The influence of solar activity on climate is generally viewed in two ways: one through a 

„bottom-up‟ mechanism and other through a „top-down‟ mechanism. In the „bottom-up‟ 

mechanism, total solar irradiance reaching the surface influences the climate mainly through 

the shortwave absorption by the surface (Meehl et al., 2009). In this concept, the stratospheric 

effect is not considered since there is less direct heating by solar radiation taking place at the 

higher levels of the atmosphere. The response of SWW under this mechanism is mostly 

dependent on the surface temperature gradients. In the „top-down‟ mechanism, tropospheric 

climate is modulated mainly due to the stratospheric ozone responses to variations in the 

ultraviolet radiation (e.g. Haigh 1996). It has been suggested that during periods of enhanced 

solar activity, the summer stratosphere would get warmer due to the increase in solar 

ultraviolet (UV) radiation and ozone concentration which could be associated with the 

strengthening of the easterly winds there. Through thermal wind relations and dynamic 

coupling between the atmospheric layers, these easterly winds extending up to the tropical 

upper troposphere, could force the tropospheric westerly jets to move poleward (Haigh 1996; 

Haigh et al., 2005).  

1.3.2 Orbital forcing 

The total amount of radiation emitted by the Sun along with the relative position of Sun and 

Earth in space have a major influence on the seasonal and spatial distribution of the amount 

of solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere. While the processes taking place within the 

Sun determine the amount of radiation emitted, it is the variations caused to the Earth‟s orbit 

by the gravitational forces of the other planets which determine the relative positions of Sun 

and Earth (Laskar et al., 2004). The influence of orbital forcing is reflected mainly through 

three parameters namely the eccentricity (deviation of the orbit from a circle), the obliquity 

(tilt angle of the Earth‟s axis) and the precession of the equinoxes. The incoming solar 

radiation (insolation) at the top of the atmosphere is fully determined by these three 

parameters and this astronomical forcing is generally regarded as a dominant factor for 

glacial-interglacial climate changes (Milankovitch, 1941; Hays et al., 1976; Berger, 1978; 

Imbrie et al., 1992). Although the climate of the Holocene is generally being considered as 

relatively stable compared to the last glacial (e.g. Grootes and Stuiver, 1997), it has also been 
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suggested that there have been long-term trends in the spatial and temporal patterns of surface 

temperature during the Holocene (e.g. Battarbee and Binney, 2008). A considerable variation 

in the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of insolation, especially a decrease in austral 

winter-spring insolation accompanied by an increase in austral summer-fall insolation is 

observed between 7 kyr BP and present-day. These changes in seasonal insolation might have 

caused long-term variations in the structure, position and intensity of the SWW on multi-

millennial timescales (e.g. Markgraf et al., 1992; Lamy et al., 2001; Jenny et al., 2003; Lamy 

et al., 2010). 

1.4 Scientific questions addressed in this thesis 

The Holocene – identified as the interglacial in the present ice age, is the geological epoch 

associated with most of the growth and development of the human species worldwide. Thus, 

in climate research the time period of Holocene deserves a special concern making the study 

of its variability, a necessity. The primary focus of this research is to understand the 

variability of SWW under the influence of two major natural forcings namely solar and 

orbital, during the period of Holocene. The Late Holocene response of the SWW to solar 

activity in the context of both „bottom-up‟ and „top-down‟ mechanisms described earlier is 

analysed in this study, through numerical modelling as well as comparison with proxy 

records.  

The second natural forcing is the orbital forcing. The evolution of SWW under the influence 

of orbital forcing during the period from mid-Holocene to pre-industrial modern times (7 kyr 

BP to 250 yr BP) is studied implementing a multi-model inter-comparison approach, where 

the complexity of the model varies from high to intermediate.  

Thus, through the application of numerical modelling and with the comparison of simulated 

results with the proxy records, this thesis intends to answer questions like:      

i) Does the SWW show similar response patterns under both „bottom-up‟ and „top-down‟ 

mechanisms?  

ii) Are these „bottom-up‟ and „top-down‟ processes mutually exclusive or do they 

complement each other towards a stronger total response in the SWW variability?  

iii) How robust is the SWW response to orbital forcing in various models used in this study?  
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iv) Are the model results identifiable with the results from reconstructed data in depicting the 

latitudinal shifts observed during the Holocene? 

The various models used in this study along with their experimental set-ups are described in 

the following section. 

1.5 Models and Experimental set-up 

1.5.1 Models 

To study the response of SWW under solar and orbital forcings during the Holocene, an 

approach of numerical modelling is applied where several models are used whose degree of 

complexity varies from high to intermediate. Most of the results discussed in this study are 

from the General Circulation Models (GCMs) which represent the climate scenarios in a 

more detailed frame with a higher degree of complexity. In addition, results from the Earth 

System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) which describe the dynamics of the 

atmosphere and/or ocean with simplified physics, are also analysed. Although the GCMs can 

include almost all the important aspects of climate system such as atmospheric and oceanic 

circulations, sea-ice dynamics, land vegetation etc, a major limitation in their application is 

the high computational cost involved, at times hindering the long-term as well as large 

member ensemble simulations that are often required for paleoclimate studies. EMIC‟s are 

simple enough to allow long-term climate simulations over several thousands of years or 

even glacial cycles describing most of the processes implicit in comprehensive models, albeit 

in a more reduced or a more parameterized form (Claussen et al., 2002). Thus, the EMICs 

bridge the gap between the comprehensive GCMs and simplified conceptual models (where 

the limitations are not the computational costs involved but the lack of many important 

processes and feedbacks operating in the real world). On the other hand, the utilization of 

EMICs in studies that require high spatial resolution is not plausible which could be 

performed only with GCMs. However, EMICs are an aid in the assessment of uncertainties 

which sometimes the GCMs could do only to a lesser extent (Claussen et al., 2002). 

Accordingly, this spectrum of models complements each other in the attempt of representing 

the Earth system, as close to reality as possible, with minimum flaws. A brief description of 

the various models used in this study is given in the following sections. 
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1.5.1.1 CCSM3  

The main model used in this study for carrying out climate simulations is the CCSM3 

(Community Climate System Model version 3). NCAR‟s (National Centre for Atmospheric 

Research) CCSM3 is a state-of-the-art fully coupled GCM, composed of four separate 

components representing atmosphere, ocean, land and sea-ice connected by a flux coupler. 

The component models are CAM3 (Community Atmosphere Model version 3; Collins et al., 

2004, 2006a, b), POP (Parallel Ocean Program version 1.4.3; Smith and Gent, 2002), CLM3 

(Community Land surface Model version 3; Oleson et al., 2004; Dickinson et al., 2006) and 

CSIM5 (Community Sea Ice Model version 5; Briegleb et al., 2004). A low-resolution 

version is employed in all CCSM3 simulations where the resolution of the atmospheric 

component is given by T31 (3.75° transform grid), with 26 layers in the vertical. The ocean 

has a nominal resolution of 3° (like the sea-ice component) with a vertical resolution of 25 

levels. Since this study focuses on the behaviour of the zonal wind system in the SH, results 

from the atmospheric component of CCSM3 (i.e. CAM3) are of main interest and hence 

analysed. The basic dynamics and physics used in CAM3 are described below. 

1.5.1.1.1 CAM3 dynamics and physics 

The CAM3 can be used both in stand-alone as well as coupled modes. The coupled mode (as 

used in this study) of the CAM3 is suitable for studying the interactions of the atmosphere, 

ocean, sea-ice and land surface on seasonal to millennial time scales, where it is integrated 

together with the CLM, CSIM5 and the POP. The CAM3 simulations presented here are 

based on the Eulerian dynamical core. 

In CAM3, the physical parameterisations are separated from the dynamical core which makes 

it easier to replace or modify in isolation. Williamson (2002) describes coupling of the 

parameterisation suite with the dynamical core using time-split as well as process-split 

methods which are also applied in CAM3 (Collins et al., 2006a). In the process-split 

coupling, all the calculations involving the dynamical and physical tendencies for prognostic 

variables are based upon the same past state and these tendencies are added to produce the 

updated state. In the time-split coupling, the tendencies are computed sequentially, each 

based upon the state produced by the other (Williamson (2002)).  

The CAM3 is designed to produce simulations with reasonable reliability for several 

dynamical cores and horizontal resolutions under different configurations. In order to run 
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CAM3 in a stable coupled environment, the energy balance in each configuration is 

established by adjusting the parameters governing the cloud condensate, cloud amount, 

precipitation processes, and biharmonic diffusion (Collins et al., 2004). CAM3 also employs 

its horizontal diffusion operator to satisfy the Courant–Friedrichs–Levy (CFL) condition for 

the upper layers (Collins et al., 2004).  

The basic laws which govern the behaviour of the atmosphere (e.g. Chapter 5 in McGuffie 

and Sellers, 1997) take the form of fundamental equations representing: 

a) Conservation of momentum 
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d) Ideal gas law 
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where v = velocity relative to the rotating Earth, t = time, 
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 which is the total 

time derivative, Ω= angular velocity vector of the Earth,  = atmospheric density, g = 

acceleration due to gravity, p = atmospheric pressure, F = force per unit mass, C = rate of 

creation of atmospheric constituents, E = rate of destruction of atmospheric constituents, 

TcI v which is the internal energy per unit mass (cv is specific heat of air at constant volume 

and T is the temperature), Q = heating rate per unit mass and R = universal gas constant.  
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Although there are several other aspects of the atmospheric flow that are to be considered, the 

equations (1.1) to (1.4), collectively known as the primitive equations, are the fundamental 

equations to formulate any Atmospheric GCM (AGCM) (e.g. Chapter 5 in McGuffie and 

Sellers, 1997). These equations can be represented in pressure coordinates as scalar equations 

such as: 
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where  = longitude,  = latitude, a = radius of Earth, f = Coriolis parameter,  = vertical 

velocity, Φ= geopotential height, u and v = zonal and meridional velocities.  

Applying the two-dimensional curl and divergence to the horizontal velocity, Vh = (u, v) in 

equations (1.5) and (1.6) will result in the vorticity and divergence equations as follows: 
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where   = vorticity,  = divergence, k = unit vector in the z coordinate, D = drag (frictional 

shear stress). 

This is the most fundamental form of the equations governing the horizontal motion and they 

still have to be further modified in order to convert them to the final form that can be solved 

by CAM3, the details of which are given in Collins et al. (2004).  

The governing equations are solved using the spectral method in the horizontal and only the 

vertical and time differences are treated using the finite difference method. The model makes 

use of the spectral transform method described in Machenhauer (1979) for all nonlinear 

terms. The vorticity, divergence, thermodynamic equations and surface pressure tendency are 

transformed to spectral space by performing Fourier operations on each in such a way that the 

Fourier transform is performed first and then the differentiation is carried out in the spectral 

space.  

A brief overview of the CAM3 physics model mentioning the major schemes and methods 

applied is described in the following paragraphs of this section. Collins et al. (2004) describes 

the physics in greater detail. 

The total parameterization package in CAM3 is consisted of a sequence of components which 

are moist precipitation processes, clouds and radiation, surface model, and turbulent mixing. 

The parameterization scheme developed by Zhang and McFarlane (1995) is used to treat the 

deep convection processes, also dealing with upward and downward ensembles, the 

constituent transport via convection etc under certain numerical approximations. The 

evaporation of the convective precipitation, as it makes its way to the surface, is treated 

according to Sundqvist (1988). For the parameterization of non-convective cloud processes in 

CAM3, the method employed follows that of Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998) and Zhang et al. 

(2003) which consists of two components namely a macro-scale component describing the 

exchange of water substance between the condensate and the vapour phase and the associated 

temperature change arising from that phase change and a bulk microphysical component that 

controls the conversion from condensate to precipitate. CAM3 also employs the inclusion of 

a dry adiabatic adjustment if a layer is unstable with respect to the dry adiabatic lapse rate. 

Cloud amount and the associated optical properties, are evaluated based on the scheme 
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introduced by Slingo (1987), with variations according to Hack et al., (1993), Kiehl et al., 

(1998) and Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998). 

The longwave and shortwave heating rates are computed only for every model hour. In 

CAM3, insolation is computed using the method of Berger (1978). CAM3 has the provision 

to determine the insolation for any time within 10
6
 years of 1950 AD facilitating the use of 

CAM3 for paleoclimate simulations in particular.  

For the formulation of shortwave solution, the  - Eddington approximation of Joseph et al. 

(1976) and Coakley et al. (1983) is adopted. The  - Eddington approximation is an extension 

of the Eddington approximation where the equations of radiative transfer were dealt only in 

terms of just two functions of optical depth, for which a pair of ordinary differential equations 

were required. However, the Eddington approximation was incapable of coping with the 

highly asymmetric phase functions which are typical of particulate scattering (Joseph et al., 

1976). In the  - Eddington scheme, the forward peak of the phase function is approximated 

using a Dirac delta function thus providing a more accurate and analytically simple 

parameterization of radiation, the details of which are given in (Joseph et al., 1976). The solar 

spectrum is represented in 19 discrete spectral and pseudo-spectral intervals (7 for O3, 1 for 

the visible, 7 for H2O, 3 for CO2, and 1 for the near-infrared following Collins (1998)). The 

surface albedo is specified in two wavebands (0.2-0.7 μm, and 0.7-5.0 μm) which distinguish 

albedos for direct and diffuse incident radiation. The ocean surfaces, geographically varying 

land surfaces, and sea ice surfaces are distinguished using different albedos. For the 

parameterization of longwave radiation, the method by Ramanathan and Downey (1986) is 

employed.    

1.5.1.2 ECHO-G  

The second GCM is the coupled climate model ECHO-G (The Hamburg Atmosphere-Ocean 

coupled Circulation Model; Legutke and Voss, 1999) whose Holocene transient simulations 

carried out by Lorenz and Lohmann, (2004) and Wagner et al. (2007) are analysed to monitor 

the role of orbital forcing on SWW variability. ECHO-G consists of two-component models, 

an atmosphere general circulation model (AGCM) and an ocean-sea ice general circulation 

model (OGCM). While ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) represents the atmospheric 

component of the model, HOPE (Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equation model; Wolff et al., 

1997) represents that of the ocean component. In ECHAM4, the three-dimensional transport 

of water vapour, cloud water, trace constituents etc. is calculated according to the semi-
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Lagrangian scheme described by Williamson and Rasch (1994). The dataset for annual mean 

land surface parameters are compiled according to Claussen et al. (1994). The ECHAM4-

model is also based on primitive equations as described for CAM3. The prognostic variables 

include vorticity, divergence, logarithm of surface pressure, temperature, specific humidity 

and mixing ratio of total cloud water. The vertical extension reaches up to a pressure level of 

10 hPa, which corresponds to a height of approximately 30 km. The ocean model HOPE is 

also based on primitive equations with the representation of thermodynamic processes. It is a 

non-eddy resolving circulation model. The coupling software OASIS (Terray et al., 1998) 

controls the interpolation as well as the coupling between the atmosphere and ocean 

components. Further aspects of the exchange processes are flux corrections due to the 

interactive coupling between ocean and atmosphere in order to prevent climate drift. This 

flux adjustment is constant in time and its global average vanishes.  

1.5.1.3 COSMOS  

The third GCM is the COSMOS (Community Earth System Models), whose orbitally forced 

Holocene transient simulation by Pfeiffer and Lohmann (2011) is analysed to study the SWW 

variability. Similar to the earlier mentioned GCMs, COSMOS is also composed of an AGCM 

called ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003) and an OGCM named MPI-OM (Max Planck 

Institute Ocean Model; Marsland et al., 2003). ECHAM5 differs from its predecessor 

ECHAM4 in terms of numerics as well as physics which are described in detail in Roeckner 

et al. (2003). As an overview, the major changes include the introduction of a semi-

Lagrangian transport scheme for positive definite variables like water components and 

chemical tracers according to Lin and Rood (1996). While ECHAM4 applied an emissivity 

method, the modified ECHAM5 makes use of a new longwave radiation code developed by 

Mlawer et al. (1997) which has a higher spectral resolution and is computationally more 

efficient. The number of spectral bands was increased from 2 to 4 in the new version. Further 

changes are the inclusion of separate prognostic equations for cloud liquid water and cloud 

ice along with a new cloud microphysical scheme and a prognostic-statistical cloud cover 

parameterization. The representation of land surface processes is also modified including an 

implicit coupling between the surface and the atmosphere, and the representation of 

orographic drag forces. In addition, a new dataset of land surface parameters based on 

Hagemann (2002) has also been compiled for the new model ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 

2003). The prognostic variables of ECHAM5 are vorticity, divergence, logarithm of surface 

pressure, temperature, mass mixing ratios of water vapour, cloud liquid water, cloud ice etc. 
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COSMOS differs from ECHO-G in terms of its OGCM as well. While ECHO-G used the 

HOPE OGCM, COSMOS uses the MPI-OM. The major modification made to MPI-OM, 

compared to its predecessor HOPE, is the implementation of an orthogonal curvilinear C-grid 

for the horizontal discretization treatment along with improvements in subgridscale mixing, 

isopycnal diffusion scheme, eddy-induced mixing parameterization etc. (Marsland et al., 

2003). The ocean model also includes a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model with viscous-

plastic rheology. A dynamic vegetation module is coupled to the land surface model 

JSBACH allowing an interactive adaptation of the terrestrial biosphere to varying climate 

conditions (Brovkin et al., 2009).  

1.5.1.4 EGMAM  

The coupled Atmosphere-Ocean GCM (AOGCM), EGMAM (Huebner et al., 2007) is based 

on the AOGCM ECHO-G (Legutke and Voss 1999) which is described earlier. The 

atmospheric component is ECHAM4 which is the same as explained for ECHO-G (Roeckner 

et al., 1996) with T30/L19 spatial resolution (~ 3.75° and 19 levels in vertical), but extended 

for the middle atmosphere (Manzini and Mcfarlane, 1998), with additional 20 levels in 

vertical i.e. spatial resolution corresponding to T30/L39. The oceanic component is HOPE-G 

(Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equation Global Model) as for ECHO-G. 

1.5.1.5 ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE 

This model belongs to the category of EMICs. The atmospheric component is ECBilt as 

described in Opsteegh et al. (1998). The model is realistic in the sense that it contains the 

minimum amount of physics that is necessary to simulate the mid-latitude planetary and 

synoptic-scale circulations in the atmosphere as well as its variability on various time-scales. 

It is a coupled atmosphere/ocean/sea-ice/land surface model containing simplified 

parameterisations of the sub-grid scale physical processes. CLIO is the oceanic component 

and consists of a free-surface, primitive-equation ocean general circulation model coupled to 

a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse and Fichefet, 1999). A three-layer sea-ice 

model, which takes into account sensible and latent heat storage in the snow-ice system, 

simulates the changes of snow and ice thickness in response to surface and bottom heat 

fluxes. VECODE is a dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM) which interactively 

simulates the dynamics of trees and grasses (Brovkin et al., 2002). Being an EMIC, ECBilt is 

computationally more efficient than comprehensive GCMs. 
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1.5.1.6 CLIMBER2-LPJ  

CLIMBER2-LPJ also belongs to the category of EMIC, consisting of CLIMBER2 

(Petoukhov et al., 2000), coupled to the DGVM LPJ (Sitch et al., 2003). CLIMBER2 also 

contains oceanic biogeochemistry, a model for marine biota, and a sediment model (Archer, 

1996; Brovkin et al., 2002, 2007). To this EMIC, the DGVM LPJ is coupled in order to 

investigate land surface processes at a significantly higher resolution of 0.5°x0.5°. DGVMs 

include process-oriented formulations of biogeochemical fluxes as well as vegetation 

dynamics. Basic units of the LPJ model are “Plant Functional Types” which are designed to 

capture the major types of plants in the biosphere.  

1.5.2 Experimental set-up 

To study the influence of solar activity on SWW, two sets of idealized solar forcing 

experiments are carried out using the comprehensive GCM, CCSM3. In the first set, two 

simulations are performed varying the total solar irradiance (TSI) values by 2 W/m
2
. While 

the control simulation has a TSI of 1365 W/m
2
 (Merkel et al., 2010), the sensitivity 

experiments have a reduced TSI of 1363 W/m
2
. All the simulations maintained the 

preindustrial boundary conditions. This genre of idealized experiments provides a platform to 

isolate and study the influence of a particular forcing on climate simulations, which in this 

framework, is the solar forcing. That the sensitivity of the model is sufficient enough to 

detect recurring solar-forced SWW shifts and if the response is dependent on the Holocene 

background climate, is tested through an additional set of three experiments with idealized 

solar forcing where the TSI varied sinusoidally with an amplitude of 1 W/m
2
 and a period of 

200 years. The 200-year period is chosen to mimic one of the most prominent solar cycles 

during the Holocene, which is the de Vries solar cycle (e.g. Knudsen et al., 2009). The TSI 

reduction between the solar maximum and minimum in the model experiments is consistent 

with recent observation as well as physics-based estimates (e.g. Steinhilber et al., 2009).    

The model results are also validated using proxy data through the comparison of a high 

resolution iron record from the Chilean continental slope (which is interpreted to reflect 

changes in the position of SWW; Lamy et al., 2001) with reconstructed solar activity based 

on 
10

Be (Vonmoos et al., 2006) and 
14

C (Solanki et al., 2004), for the period of late Holocene.  

The details of these solar forcing experiments are given in Chapter 2. 
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Since a low resolution version of CCSM3 is employed, influence of solar activity through the 

stratosphere and its ozone content cannot be verified. To this point, an AOGCM called 

EGMAM with extended middle atmosphere is used. Spangehl et al. (2010) performed 

transient simulations covering the period from Maunder Minimum to present-day (1630-2000 

AD) to study the influence of stratospheric ozone on climate with fixed as well as solar 

induced varying stratospheric ozone along with greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, 

focussing mainly on the NH. Those simulations are analysed in this study to examine the 

behaviour of SWW. Even though the simulations are carried out with GHG forcing as well, 

the analyses are done so as to isolate the solar forcing alone, by focussing on the time period 

from Late Maunder Minimum to Pre-Industrial (1675-1790 AD), where the contribution from 

natural forcing is dominant. 

A detailed description of the EGMAM results is given in Chapter 4. 

In order to study the influence of orbital forcing on the evolution of SWW during the 

Holocene, a multi-model inter-comparison approach is adopted. Orbitally forced transient 

simulations are carried out using CCSM3 under pre-industrial boundary conditions and these 

simulation results are compared with a range of climate models belonging to the category of 

GCMs as well as EMICs. Here, the sole forcing acting on the Holocene transient simulations 

is that of orbital forcing.  

The details of the CCSM3 results along with the model inter-comparison results are shown in 

Chapter 3. 

1.6 Outline of chapters 

Chapter 2: Solar-forced shifts of the Southern Hemisphere Westerlies during the Holocene 

V. Varma, M. Prange, F. Lamy, U. Merkel and M. Schulz  

(Published in Climate of the Past, doi:10.5194/cp-7-339-2011) 

This chapter focuses on the solar influence on SWW during the period of Late Holocene. It is 

shown that a high-resolution iron record from the Chilean continental slope (41°S), which is 

interpreted to reflect changes in the position of the SWW, is significantly correlated with 

reconstructed solar activity during the past 3000 years. In addition, CCSM3 simulations are 

also presented to support the evidence for a potential solar forcing on SWW through „bottom-

up‟ mechanism.  
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Chapter 3: Holocene Evolution of the Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds in Transient 

Simulations with Global Climate Models 

V. Varma, M. Prange, U. Merkel, T. Kleinen, G. Lohmann, M. Pfeiffer, H. Renssen, A. 

Wagner, S. Wagner, and M. Schulz 

(Under review for publication in Climate of the Past; doi:10.5194/cpd-7-1797-2011) 

In this study, the evolution of the SWW under orbital forcing from the mid-Holocene (7 kyr 

BP) to pre-industrial modern times (250 yr BP) is examined with transient experiments using 

the comprehensive coupled global climate model CCSM3. In addition, a model inter-

comparison is carried out using orbitally forced Holocene transient simulations from four 

other coupled global climate models namely ECHO-G, COSMOS, ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE 

and CLIMBER2-LPJ. 

Chapter 4: Impact of solar-induced stratospheric ozone decline on Southern Hemisphere 

Westerlies during the Late Maunder Minimum 

V. Varma, M. Prange, T. Spangehl, F. Lamy, U. Cubasch and M. Schulz 

(Submitted to Geophysical Research Letters) 

This chapter focuses on the solar influence on SWW through „top-down‟ mechanism. In this 

study, the response of the SWW to the changes in solar activity in the middle atmosphere, 

during the period from Late Maunder Minimum (1675-1715 AD) to Pre-industrial (1716-

1790 AD) is presented through the analyses of the AOGCM EGMAM transient simulations 

using both fixed as well as solar-induced varying stratospheric ozone. Comparison between a 

high-resolution iron record from the Chilean continental slope (41°S), which is interpreted to 

reflect changes in the position of the SWW, and reconstructed solar activity for the past 500 

years before present shows a significant correlation supporting the model evidence for an 

influence of solar activity on SWW variability. 

Chapter 5 provides the summary and conclusions of this study with an outlook for future 

work. 
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Chapter 2 

2. Solar-forced shifts of the Southern Hemisphere Westerlies 

during the Holocene 

V. Varma, M. Prange, F. Lamy, U. Merkel and M. Schulz  

 

(Published in Climate of the Past, doi:10.5194/cp-7-339-2011) 

 

2.1 Abstract 

The Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) constitute an important zonal circulation 

that influences large-scale precipitation patterns and ocean circulation. Variations in their 

intensity and latitudinal position have been suggested to exert a strong influence on the CO2 

budget in the Southern Ocean, thus making them a potential factor affecting the global 

climate. In the present study, the possible influence of solar forcing on SWW variability 

during the Holocene is addressed. It is shown that a high-resolution iron record from the 

Chilean continental slope (41°S), which is interpreted to reflect changes in the position of the 

SWW, is significantly correlated with reconstructed solar activity during the past 3000 years. 

In addition, solar sensitivity experiments with a comprehensive global climate model 

(CCSM3) were carried out to study the response of SWW to solar variability. Taken together, 

the proxy and model results suggest that centennial-scale periods of lower (higher) solar 

activity caused equatorward (southward) shifts of the annual mean SWW. 

2.2 Introduction 

The Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) constitute an important zonal circulation 

system that dominates the dynamics of Southern Hemisphere mid-latitude climate (e.g. 

Thresher, 2002; Shulmeister et al., 2004). Furthermore, they may influence the global ocean 

circulation through wind driven upwelling of deep water in the Southern Ocean (Toggweiler 

and Samuels, 1995; Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007; Sijp and England, 2009) and through the impact 

on the Indian-Atlantic Ocean water exchange by Agulhas leakage (Sijp and England, 2009; 
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Biastoch et al., 2009). The significance of the SWW in the global climate system through 

their influence on the CO2 budget in the Southern Ocean has been discussed controversially 

(Toggweiler et al., 2006; Menviel et al., 2008; Tschumi et al., 2008; Anderson et al., 2009). 

Accordingly, understanding the variability and the impact of various forcings on the SWW 

remains a significant area of investigation. Earlier studies have provided evidence for an 

equatorward displacement of the northern SWW margin during glacial periods (Lamy et al., 

2004; Kaiser et al., 2005). Toggweiler et al. (2006) postulated feedback mechanisms 

involving the Southern Ocean CO2 air-sea gas exchanges, global temperature and position of 

SWW, whereby cooler climates would correspond to a more equatorward location of the 

SWW. Driving mechanisms and dynamics behind the variability in SWW are still unclear. 

During the Holocene, changes in seasonal insolation might have caused long-term variations 

in the structure, position and intensity of the SWW (Markgraf et al., 1992; Lamy et al., 2001; 

Jenny et al., 2003; Lamy et al., 2010). 

Another significant forcing that influences climate on decadal to millennial time-scales is 

solar activity (e.g. Haigh, 1996; Cubasch et al., 1997; Bond et al., 2001; Versteegh, 2005; 

Spangehl et al., 2010), which could also be a potential driver for SWW variability. Van Geel 

et al. (2000) proposed solar activity as one of the possible factors for a shift in atmospheric 

circulation during the late Holocene around 2700 yr BP. The abrupt decrease in solar activity 

during this period might have acted as a trigger for the glacier advancement towards the 

equator due to an equatorward shift of climatic zones along with the SWW (Van Geel et al., 

2000). Solar-induced changes in stratospheric ozone through enhanced variability in the 

ultraviolet part of the solar spectrum were a postulated factor for shifting the SWW by 

influencing the tropospheric subtropical westerly jet through dynamical coupling between the 

atmospheric layers (Haigh, 1996). The potential role of solar forcing in Southern Hemisphere 

mid-latitude climate variability on the quasi-decadal timescale has been investigated by 

Thresher (2002), using observational data from the instrumental period. For longer 

timescales, the study of proxy data from natural archives is necessary. Here, we investigate 

the influence of centennial scale total solar irradiance (TSI) variations on the SWW using 

proxy data from the late Holocene in combination with sensitivity experiments, employing a 

state-of-the-art comprehensive global climate model. The results will lead us to the 
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suggestion that equatorward (southward) shifts of the annual mean SWW occurred during 

centennial-scale periods of lower (higher) solar activity.  

2.3 Hints of solar-forced SWW shifts in a marine sediment core 

The mid-latitudes of Chile exhibit an extreme north-south precipitation gradient controlled by 

the latitudinal position of the SWW. Furthermore, local correlation analyses have shown that, 

in central and southern Chile, rainfall on the western side of the Andes is almost entirely 

determined by the westerlies (Garreaud, 2007). Therefore, any paleoclimate proxy that is 

primarily controlled by precipitation changes is a potential recorder of past changes of the 

SWW in this region. High-accumulation rate marine sediment core GeoB3313-1 from the 

Chilean continental slope (41°S, 74.45°W) provides a mid-to-late Holocene record of rainfall 

variability through its iron content (Lamy et al., 2001). Figure 1 shows the core location and 

illustrates the pattern of seasonal precipitation and zonal surface wind.  

 

Fig. 1 Long-term climatological distribution of precipitation over land and 1000 hPa 

zonal wind over oceans in the region of marine sediment core GeoB3313-1 located at 

41°S, 74.45°W (red dot) for (a) austral summer (December/January/February) and (b) 

austral winter (June/July/August). During summer, the winds are more confined 

towards the south, resulting in decreased precipitation over the catchment represented 

by the core. During winter, surface winds (shown in grey shades) move towards the 

north, resulting in enhanced precipitation (shown in bluish shades) over the catchment 

represented by the core. Data: University of Delaware precipitation 

(http://climate.geog.udel.edu/~climate/), NCEP-NCAR reanalysis winds (Kalnay et al., 

1996).  

 

During the austral summer, the northern margin of the SWW moves southwards and the core 

of the westerlies at around 50°S intensifies. The latitudinal movement of the wind belt‟s 
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northern margin results in decreased precipitation over the catchment represented by the 

sediment core (Fig. 1a). Conversely, during the austral winter, the northern margin of the 

westerly wind belt is shifted towards the equator resulting in enhanced precipitation over the 

catchment represented by the sediment core (Fig. 1b). Given the strong influence of the 

SWW on the precipitation pattern, the iron data from core GeoB3313-1, which primarily 

reflect changes in paleoprecipitation, are likely to provide information on the SWW position. 

A higher content of iron in the sediment core region indicates drier conditions, probably due 

to southward shifted SWW, whereas a lower iron concentration might be indicative of wetter 

conditions suggesting northward shifted SWW (Lamy et al., 2001). 

In order to find a possible correlation of the iron record with Holocene solar forcing, we use 

reconstructions of solar activity based on 
14

C (Solanki et al., 2004) and 
10

Be (Vonmoos et al., 

2006). Comparison of the records suggests a possible link between the Sun‟s radiative output 

and the SWW, indicating an equatorward (southward) shift of the annual mean SWW during 

periods of lower (higher) solar activity during the last 3000 years (Fig. 2).  

 

 

Fig. 2 Reconstructions of precipitation and hence, the position of the SWW (based on 

the GeoB3313-1 iron record) versus solar activity for the late Holocene. (a) Solar 

activity based on 
10

Be (Vonmoos et al., 2006), (b) solar activity based on 
14

C (Solanki et 

al., 2004). The time series have been linearly detrended and standardized. The bold 

curves show 100-year running means and the thin curves show the unsmoothed data. A 

lower content of iron stands for wetter conditions, suggesting northward shifted SWW 

(Lamy et al., 2001). Conversely, a higher content of iron reflects drier conditions 

essentially due to southward shifted SWW. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were 

calculated from the unsmoothed data. 95% confidence intervals (in brackets) were 

calculated using a bootstrap method, where autocorrelation has been taken into account 

(Mudelsee, 2003). 
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Linear correlations over this time interval, calculated using the Pearson coefficient are 

significant for both solar reconstructions. While the correlation coefficient (r) for 
14

C is 

relatively small (but statistically significant), the large correlation coefficient for 
10

Be would 

suggest that ca. 20% (i.e., r2) of late Holocene rainfall and hence SWW variability could be 

attributable to solar forcing. 

2.4 Model evidence for solar-forced SWW shifts 

To investigate the effect of TSI on the SWW, we carried out two sets of idealized 

experiments with constant and sinusoidal solar forcings using the comprehensive global 

climate model CCSM3 (Community Climate System Model version 3). NCAR‟s (National 

Center for Atmospheric Research) CCSM3 is a state-of-the-art fully-coupled model, 

composed of four separate components representing atmosphere, ocean, land and sea-ice 

(Collins et al., 2006). Here, we employed the low-resolution version described in detail by 

Yeager et al. (2006). In this version, the resolution of the atmospheric component is given by 

T31 (3.75° transform grid), with 26 layers in the vertical, while the ocean has a nominal 

resolution of 3° (like the sea-ice component) with a vertical resolution of 25 levels.  

2.4.1 Ensemble experiments with constant solar forcing 

Model runs were carried out with constant solar forcing, with the control run having a solar 

constant of 1365 Wm
-2

 and the solar sensitivity experiments with a lower solar irradiance 

value of 1363 Wm
-2

 (i.e. reduction by 0.15%). Preindustrial boundary conditions were 

applied in all simulations following the protocol established by the Paleoclimate Modelling 

Intercomparison Project, Phase II (Braconnot et al., 2007). This forcing represents the 

average conditions of the late Holocene before the significant impact of humans, rather than a 

specific date, and it accounts for concentrations of greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2 concentration 

of 280 ppmv), ozone, sulphate and carbonaceous aerosols (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006). After a 

600-year spin-up, the control simulation (Merkel et al., 2010) was run for another 150 years 

while three sensitivity runs with a reduced solar constant were branched off at model years 

600, 640 and 680, respectively. Each sensitivity run was integrated for 70 years, which is a 

typical timescale for the duration of solar “Grand minima” like the Wolf (1280–1350 AD), 

Spörer (1450–1550 AD) or Maunder (1645–1715AD) Minimum. Our choice of TSI reduction 
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of 2 Wm
-2

 between solar maximum and solar minimum in the model experiments is 

consistent with recent observation and physics-based estimates (Steinhilber et al., 2009). 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Indices for annual-mean SWW intensity and position, respectively, in the model 

control run. (a) Zonally averaged zonal wind velocity at 1000 hPa averaged between 

55°S and 35°S. (b) Difference in zonally averaged 1000 hPa zonal winds between 55°S 

and 35°S. Both indices have been standardized and ±1σ denote one standard deviation 

(red dashed horizontal lines) while zero denotes the mean (black dashed horizontal 

lines). The years from which the three constant TSI sensitivity runs were branched off 

are marked as grey solid circles. 

 

The three TSI sensitivity runs were branched off from very different SWW states (Fig. 3) and 

it could be noted from the time series of both intensity and position that the initial conditions 

for the different sensitivity runs were clearly different from each other and spanned the full 

range of ±1σ. Indices of both the intensity and position of the annual mean SWW have been 

defined in terms of the average and difference between the latitudes 55°S (southern part of 

SWW belt) and 35°S (northern part of SWW belt) respectively. Spectral analyses performed 

for both SWW indices from the control run showed no decadal or multi-decadal cycles at the 

95% significance level (not shown), thus ruling out a possible influence of low-frequency 

variability on the SWW response to reduced solar activity. Similar results hold for seasonal 

analyses (not shown). Moreover, we note that the three different TSI sensitivity experiments 

showed similar responses to reduced solar activity despite their different initial states. Taken 

together, we are therefore confident that the results from our three 70-year sensitivity 
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experiments are robust with respect to the response of the SWW to TSI reduction. The 

difference between sensitivity and control run (i.e. low minus high TSI simulation for a 

specific 70-year interval) was calculated for each ensemble member and, subsequently, the 

ensemble mean was taken and subjected to statistical analyses using a Student‟s t-test. Figure 

4a shows the 70- year-averaged annual mean zonal wind anomaly at 1000 hPa in response to 

lower solar activity, for the ensemble mean. The model results suggest a shift of surface wind 

fields towards the equator in response to TSI reduction, consistent with the interpretation of 

the marine iron record discussed above. Figure 4b depicts the zonally averaged annual mean 

zonal wind anomaly as a function of latitude and height, showing that the equatorward SWW 

shift takes place at all levels in the troposphere. The wind anomaly patterns exhibit opposite 

signs for the different seasons, i.e. for lower solar activity, the SWW experience an 

equatorward shift during austral summer and a poleward shift during austral winter (Fig. 5).  

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Annual mean zonal wind anomaly (low minus high total solar irradiance) in the 

model ensemble mean, averaged over the entire 70- year interval of the constant solar 

forcing experiment. (a) Zonal wind anomaly in the Southern Hemisphere at 1000 hPa, 

showing the clear equatorward shift of SWW. Latitudes marked start from 10°S and 

are placed at a 10° interval. (b) Zonally averaged zonal wind anomaly for the Southern 

Hemisphere showing that the equatorward shift of SWW is pronounced even at upper 

levels of the troposphere. Stippling indicates significance of the anomaly at the 0.05 level 

(applying a Student’s t-test). 
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However, it is the austral summer pattern (December/January/February) which dominates the 

annual mean distribution, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4 and 5. An equatorward shift of 

the SWW should result in increased precipitation over central Chile. Since a low resolution 

version of CCSM3 has been used here, local features and in particular, orographic rainfall at 

the Andes cannot be fully captured. The model still simulates positive precipitation anomalies 

over the Chilean regions of enhanced westerlies, albeit with a very small magnitude and 

statistically not significant at the 0.05 significance level according to a t-test (not shown). We 

further note that a direct geographical comparison between model output and proxy data from 

a specific location could be affected by the fact that the summer SWW in CCSM3 are biased 

towards north (see http://www.ccsm.ucar.edu/experiments/ccsm3.0/atm/b30.031-obs_801-

820/set4/set4_DJF_U_NCEP_obsc.png for the present-day control run). The position of the 

maximum wind speed is simulated further equatorward, which is a common shortcoming in 

most coarse-resolution climate models (Rojas et al., 2009). This implies that the response of 

the SWW is likely simulated somewhat too far north. 

2.4.2 Experiments with sinusoidal solar forcing 

In order to test if the sensitivity of the model is sufficient to detect recurring solar-forced 

SWW shifts and if the response is dependent on the Holocene background climate, we carried 

out an additional set of experiments with idealized solar forcing. Each of these idealized 

experiments was initialized from an orbitally forced transient Holocene run (9 kyr BP to the 

present day) by taking the model years having orbital forcing corresponding to 8.5 kyr BP, 

5.5 kyr BP and 2.5 kyr BP, respectively (all other boundary conditions were set to the pre-

industrial levels described above; an in depth analysis of the Holocene transient experiment 

will be the subject of a forthcoming study
*
). From these initial conditions, the model was 

integrated for another 500 years to reach quasi-equilibrium for each of the three time slices. 

Subsequently, a sinusoidally varying solar irradiance forcing with a period of 200 years and 

an amplitude of 1 Wm
-2

 was applied to the model for each time slice. The 200-year period 

was chosen to mimic the de Vries solar cycle, which is one of the most prominent solar 

cycles during the Holocene (e.g. Knudsen et al., 2009). 

 

 

 
*
See Chapter 3 for details. 
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Fig. 5 Seasonal mean zonal wind anomaly (low minus high total solar irradiance) in the 

model ensemble mean, averaged over the entire 70-year interval of the constant solar 

forcing experiment. (a) and (c) Zonal wind anomaly in the Southern Hemisphere at 

1000 hPa for austral summer (December/January/February) and austral winter 

(June/July/August), respectively. The wind anomaly patterns exhibit opposite signs for 

the different seasons, i.e. for lower solar activity, the SWW experience an equatorward 

shift during austral summer and a poleward shift during austral winter. Latitudes 

marked start from 10°S and are placed at 10° interval. (b) and (d) Zonally averaged 

zonal wind anomaly for the Southern Hemisphere for austral summer 

(December/January/February) and austral winter (June/July/August), respectively. 

Stippling indicates significance of the anomaly at the 0.05 level (applying a Student’s t-

test). 

 

With 700 years of model integration having sinusoidally varying solar irradiance, it was 

possible to include 3.5 de Vries solar cycles in each of the three experiments. Figure 6 shows 

the TSI forcing along with the position of the SWW (defined in terms of the difference 

between the latitudes 55°S and 35°S which represent the southern and northern parts of the 

SWW belt, respectively) for the early, mid and late Holocene experiments. In each 

experiment, forcing and response exhibit a strikingly similar temporal pattern, i.e. higher 
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(lower) solar activity resulted in a poleward (equatorward) shift of the SWW. The three time 

series of the SWW position showed a statistical correlation with TSI significant at the 95% 

confidence level for centennial-scale variations. In addition, cross-spectral coherency was 

significant (95% level) at the period of 200 years using unsmoothed time series (not shown). 

 

 

 

2.5 Discussion 

Even though the influence and importance of the SWW on a global scale has been identified 

in previous studies, little is known about its variability and forcings. Correlation analysis 

between the GeoB3313-1 iron record and solar activity reconstructions suggests a significant 

influence of the Sun‟s radiative output on the position of the SWW for the last 3000 years on 

a (multi-)centennial timescale. Though, for the early and mid-Holocene (i.e. prior to 3000 yr 

Fig. 6 Total solar irradiance (red 

curves) along with the position of 

annual mean SWW at 1000 hPa 

(blue curves; defined in terms of 

the difference between the 

latitudes 55°S and 35°S which 

represent the southern and 

northern parts of the SWW belt) 

in the idealized sinusoidal solar-

forcing experiments for early (a), 

mid (b) and late (c) Holocene. All 

time series have been 

standardized. The Pearson 

correlation coefficients (r) were 

calculated after low-pass 

filtering using 70-year smoothing 

on zonal wind. 95% bias 

corrected bootstrap confidence 

intervals (in brackets) were 

calculated using 10000 sub-

samplings. 
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BP), the correlation based on proxy records is close to zero (not shown), the model results 

from the sinusoidal solar forcing experiments do not suggest a weakening of the solar 

influence on the SWW in the early and mid-Holocene (Fig. 6). It is possible that this 

incongruity is due to dating uncertainties in the deeper section of core GeoB3313-1. We 

emphasize that all the proxy records used in this study are given on their own age scale, 

which may have adverse or positive effects on the correlation. The climate model used in this 

study has a poorly resolved stratosphere and does not include feedbacks associated with the 

effect of enhanced variability in the ultraviolet part of the solar spectrum on photochemical 

dissociation rates and the subsequent impact on stratospheric ozone (Haigh, 1999; Rind et al., 

2008). Instead, applied changes in TSI mostly affect the climate system through shortwave 

absorption by the surface, whereas less direct heating by solar radiation takes place at higher 

levels of the atmosphere. Note that almost 70% of shortwave radiation that enters the 

atmosphere and is not reflected back to space, is absorbed at the surface (Kiehl and 

Trenberth, 1997, and also in our model simulations). Therefore, the climate response in our 

experiment is mainly through “bottom-up mechanisms” (Meehl et al., 2009). By contrast, a 

“top-down” mechanism, which influences the troposphere via stratospheric ozone responses 

to variations in ultraviolet radiation, has been proposed by Haigh (1996). In her model, 

increase in ultraviolet radiation and resulting rise in ozone concentration, induced heating in 

the lower stratosphere during the Southern Hemisphere summer. As a consequence, 

strengthened stratosphere easterly winds caused the tropospheric subtropical westerly jets to 

move poleward, the tropical Hadley cell to broaden, and the SWW to move southward. 

“Bottom-up” and “top-down” mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. The model by Haigh 

(1996) used fixed sea surface temperatures and, hence, is unable to simulate “bottom-up” 

mechanisms that are important in our coupled climate model. We therefore suggest that the 

processes linking solar variability to the SWW in the two different models may complement 

each other, thus leading to a stronger total response than given by each individual process 

alone. In order to get some insight into the “bottom-up” processes involved in our low-TSI 

experiment, simulated surface temperature anomalies are analyzed from the ensemble 

experiments with constant (70-year long) solar forcing (Fig. 7). As expected, a general 

surface cooling is induced by the TSI reduction (Fig. 7a). In addition to this general cooling, 

a more pronounced reduction in surface temperature is observed in the mid latitudes of, e.g., 

the central South Pacific sector (Fig. 7a, c, and d). By means of general atmospheric 
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circulation modelling and scaling arguments, it has recently been shown that a reduction of 

the mean global surface temperature decreases the width of the Hadley cell (Frierson et al., 

2007) and shifts the eddy-driven surface westerlies that result from the balance between 

vertically integrated eddy momentum convergence and surface drag towards the equator (Lu 

et al., 2010).  

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Surface temperature anomalies (low minus high total solar irradiance) and the 

austral summer upwelling anomaly in the model ensemble mean, averaged over the 

entire 70-year interval of the constant solar forcing experiment. (a), (c) and (d) Surface 

temperature anomaly in the Southern Hemisphere for annual mean, austral summer 

(December/January/February) and austral winter (June/July/August), respectively. (b) 

Austral summer (December/January/February) upwelling (vertical velocity) anomaly at 

30m depth in the Southern Hemisphere. Stippling indicates significance of the anomaly 

at the 0.05 level (applying a Student’s t-test). Latitudes marked start from 10°S and are 

placed at 10° interval. 
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Since the reduction in TSI is only 0.15%, the global cooling effect is small and additional 

feedbacks are required to induce a significant change in the westerlies. One important 

feedback is associated with enhanced Ekman divergence and resulting upwelling (vertical 

velocity) around ~40°S in austral summer (Fig. 7b). The upwelled cold water is transported 

northward in the Ekman surface layer, leading to enhanced SST cooling just north of ~40°S 

(Fig. 7c). This cooling results in a meridional SST gradient anomaly that lies very close to (or 

just equatorward of) the subtropical jet. It has been shown that such an anomalous subtropical 

surface temperature gradient causes a strengthening of the jet along with an equatorward shift 

of the eddy-driven surface westerlies (Brayshaw et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2010), thus providing 

a positive feedback on the initial SWW shift in our simulations. In austral winter, the coldest 

surface temperature anomalies are found around Antarctica (Fig. 7d), mainly due to increased 

sea-ice concentrations (up to 7%) reducing ocean atmosphere heat fluxes and increasing the 

surface albedo. The resulting stronger meridional surface temperature gradient at high 

latitudes, however, is accompanied by a poleward shift of the surface westerlies (Chen et al., 

2010; Lu et al., 2010), due to enhanced high-latitude baroclinic wave generation. This results 

in a winter SWW shift that is opposite to the other seasons. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Evidence for a significant solar influence on climate is rapidly growing based on natural 

archives from the Northern Hemisphere. Proxy data from the Southern Hemisphere, however, 

are notoriously sparse (Versteegh, 2005). Here, we presented proxy and model evidence that 

centennial scale variability in the position of the annual mean SWW has been influenced by 

fluctuations in solar activity at least during the past 3000 years. Periods of lower solar activity 

were associated with annual-mean equatorward shifts of the SWW, whereas periods of higher 

solar activity were linked to annual-mean poleward displacements of the SWW. Our 

idealized experiments with sinusoidal solar forcing show that the model response to solar 

forcing on the centennial time scale is a robust feature, independent of the Holocene 

background climate state. Based on our model evidence, as well as the proxy indication, we 

propose that the role of the Sun in modifying Southern Hemisphere tropospheric circulation 

patterns has probably been underestimated in model simulations of past climate change. The 

potential role of solar forcing, along with feedbacks involving ocean and sea-ice dynamics, 

may further complicate the prediction of future SWW shifts. 
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Chapter 3 

3. Holocene Evolution of the Southern Hemisphere Westerly 

Winds in Transient Simulations with Global Climate Models 

V. Varma, M. Prange, U. Merkel, T. Kleinen, G. Lohmann, M. Pfeiffer, H. Renssen, A. 

Wagner, S. Wagner, M. Schulz 

(Under review for publication in Climate of the Past; doi:10.5194/cpd-7-1797-2011) 

 

3.1 Abstract 

 

The Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) have been suggested to exert a critical 

influence on global climate through wind-driven upwelling of deep water in the Southern 

Ocean and the potentially resulting atmospheric CO2 variations. The investigation of the 

temporal and spatial evolution of the SWW along with forcings and feedbacks remains a 

significant challenge in climate research. In this study, the evolution of the SWW under 

orbital forcing from the mid-Holocene (7 kyr BP) to pre-industrial modern times (250 yr BP) 

is examined with transient experiments using the comprehensive coupled global climate 

model CCSM3. In addition, a model inter-comparison is carried out using orbitally forced 

Holocene transient simulations from four other coupled global climate models. Analyses and 

comparison of the model results suggest that the annual and seasonal mean SWW were 

subject to an overall strengthening and poleward shifting trend during the course of the mid-

to-late Holocene under the influence of orbital forcing, except for the austral spring season, 

where the SWW exhibited an opposite trend of shifting towards the equator. 

3.2 Introduction 

Mid-latitude westerly winds belong to the prominent features of the global tropospheric 

circulation. The present day positions of the Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) 

during austral summer (December-January-February) and winter (June-July-August) are 

illustrated in Fig. 1. The SWW dominate climate dynamics and influence the precipitation 

patterns between ~30°S and 70°S (e.g. Thresher, 2002; Shulmeister et al., 2004). Changes in 
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strength and position of the SWW may affect the large-scale Atlantic hydrography and 

circulation through the impact on the Indian-Atlantic Ocean water exchange by Agulhas 

leakage (Sijp and England, 2009; Biastoch et al., 2009). Furthermore, it has been suggested 

that the SWW exert a crucial influence on the global ocean circulation through wind-driven 

upwelling of deep water in the Southern Ocean (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995; Kuhlbrodt et 

al., 2007; Sijp and England, 2009). The potentially resulting influence on atmospheric CO2 

variations on orbital timescales has been controversially discussed (Toggweiler et al., 2006; 

Menviel et al., 2008; Tschumi et al., 2008; Anderson et al., 2009; Moreno et al., 2010; 

d‟Orgeville et al., 2010). Therefore, understanding the variability and the impact of various 

forcings on the SWW remains a significant area of investigation.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Present-day Southern Hemisphere zonal wind climatology at 850 hPa for (a) 

austral summer (DJF) and (b) austral winter (JJA), based on NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 

data (1968–1996; Kalnay et al., 1996). Overlaid isotherms (contours) represent the 

climatological sea surface temperatures (°C) for the corresponding seasons based on the 

NODC World Ocean Atlas (Levitus et al., 1998). During DJF, the northern margin of 

the zonal wind shows a more southward confined pattern, while during JJA, it extends 

further to the north. In general, the surface westerly winds cover the region between 

~30°S and 70°S, with the present-day strongest wind centred at around ~50°S. 

 

The variability of the SWW on glacial-interglacial timescales has been discussed in some 

earlier works, in which contradicting results regarding the direction of meridional shift of the 

mean wind were presented. While some climate modelling studies suggested a poleward shift 
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in storm tracks and SWW during the Last Glacial Maximum (Valdes, 2000; Wyroll et al., 

2000; Kitoh et al., 2001; Shin et al., 2003), other models simulated an equatorward (Kim et 

al., 2003) or no latitudinal displacement, but rather an intensification (Otto-Bliesner et al., 

2006) of the mean westerlies. Likewise, proxy based reconstructions of the glacial SWW 

provided contradictory views with claims of a poleward displacement (e.g. Markgraf, 1987; 

Markgraf et al., 1992) standing in contrast to evidence of an equatorward shift (e.g. Heusser, 

1989; Lamy et al., 1998, 1999; Shulmeister et al., 2004) compared to the pre-industrial 

conditions. Lamy et al. (2010) suggested that past variations in the SWW were not only 

characterized by latitudinal shifts but also by expansions and contractions of the wind belt. 

During the deglacial peak warmth in Antarctica (~12–9 kyr ago), they provided evidence for 

a minimal latitudinal extent of the belt, analogous to its present-day summer configuration. 

An important forcing of global climate on longer time scales is accomplished by changes in 

the seasonal insolation caused by the varying Earth orbital parameters. This astronomical 

forcing is generally regarded as a dominant factor for glacial interglacial climate changes 

(Milankovitch, 1941; Hays et al., 1976; Berger, 1978; Imbrie et al., 1992). Although the 

climate of the Holocene is generally being considered as relatively stable compared to the last 

glacial (e.g. Grootes and Stuiver, 1997), it has also been suggested that there have been long-

term trends in the spatial and temporal patterns of surface temperature during the Holocene 

(e.g. Battarbee and Binney, 2008). A considerable variation in the seasonal and latitudinal 

distribution of insolation, especially a decrease in austral winter-spring insolation 

accompanied by an increase in austral summer-fall insolation, can be observed between 7 kyr 

BP and present-day (Fig. 2). These changes in seasonal insolation might have caused long-

term variations in the structure, position and intensity of the SWW on multi-millennial 

timescales (e.g. Markgraf et al., 1992; Lamy et al., 2001; Jenny et al., 2003; Lamy et al., 

2010). The aim of this study is to analyze the response of the SWW to the changes in 

insolation during the mid-to-late Holocene using transient experiments with the 

comprehensive global climate model CCSM3. In addition, we compare this simulated 

Holocene evolution of the SWW under orbital forcing with transient experiments from a 

range of other global climate models. The analyses will lead us to the suggestion that the 

annual and seasonal mean SWW experienced a poleward shifting trend in general – except 

for the austral spring season – during the course of the Holocene under orbital forcing, 

consistently in all climate models used for this inter-comparison. 
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3.3 Methods 

To study the Holocene evolution of SWW under the influence of orbital forcing, transient 

experiments have been carried out using the comprehensive global climate model CCSM3 

(Community Climate System Model version 3). NCAR‟s (National Center for Atmospheric 

Research) CCSM3 is a state-of-the-art fully coupled model, composed of four separate 

components representing atmosphere, ocean, land and sea-ice (Collins et al., 2006). Here, we 

employ the low-resolution version described in detail by Yeager et al. (2006). In this version 

the resolution of the atmospheric component is given by T31 (3.75° transform grid), with 26 

layers in the vertical, while the ocean has a nominal resolution of 3° (like the sea-ice 

component) with refined meridional resolution (0.9°) around the equator and a vertical 

resolution of 25 levels. 

3.3.1 Experimental setup for CCSM3 

From a pre-industrial equilibrium simulation (Merkel et al., 2010), the model was integrated 

for 400 yr with conditions representing 9 kyr BP orbital forcing to reach a new quasi-

equilibrium. After this spin-up, transient experiments were carried out by applying an 

acceleration (by a factor of 10) to the orbital forcing year until present day. The underlying 

assumptions for the application of this acceleration technique are that orbital forcing operates 

on much longer timescales (> millennia) than those inherent in the atmosphere and surface 

mixed layer of the ocean (months to years), and that climate changes related to long-term 

Fig. 2 Latitudinal distribution 

of insolation in Wm
-2

 at the 

top-of-the-atmosphere for 7 

kyr BP minus present-day, 

calculated after Berger (1978), 

through the year. 
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variability of the thermohaline circulation during the time period considered are negligible in 

comparison with orbitally-driven surface temperature variations (Lorenz and Lohmann, 2004; 

Lorenz et al., 2006). Climate trends of the last 9000 yr, imposed by the external orbitally 

driven insolation changes, are represented in the experiments with only 900 simulation years 

with the application of acceleration by a factor 10. Thus, it was possible to conduct three 

Holocene transient experiments with different initial conditions within the available computer 

resources. While the first transient run was initialized with the quasi-equilibrated 9 kyr BP 

state, the second and third transient runs used the 8.9 and 8.8 kyr BP climates from the first 

transient run as initial conditions at 9 kyr BP. Throughout the Holocene experiments, 

greenhouse gas concentrations as well as aerosol and ozone distributions were kept at pre- 

industrial values as prescribed by the protocol of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison 

Project (PMIP), Phase II (Braconnot et al., 2007). Besides, variations in the Sun‟s output of 

energy and changes in continental ice-sheets were ignored such that variations in the orbital 

parameters were the sole external forcing in the model simulations. 

3.3.2 Model inter-comparison 

In addition to our CCSM3 experiments, results from five other Holocene transient climate 

model simulations are analyzed here in order to study the evolution of the SWW under 

insolation changes. These models are ECHO-G (Lorenz and Lohmann, 2004; Wagner et al., 

2007), COSMOS (Pfeiffer and Lohmann, 2011), ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE (Renssen et al., 

2009) and CLIMBER2-LPJ (Kleinen et al., 2010). As in the CCSM3 transient runs, all these 

models have been forced by orbital variations only, keeping greenhouse gas concentrations 

constant at their pre-industrial levels. A short and very general overview of these simulations 

is given below and detailed descriptions are available from the given references. 

3.3.2.1 ECHO-G (I) 

Holocene climate has been simulated using the coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation 

model ECHO–G (Legutke and Voss, 1999). The atmospheric part of this model is the fourth 

generation of the European Centre atmospheric model of Hamburg (ECHAM4, Roeckner et 

al., 1996). The prognostic variables are calculated in the spectral domain with a triangular 

truncation at wave number 30 (T30), which corresponds to a Gaussian longitude–latitude grid 

of approximately 3.8°. The vertical domain is represented by 19 levels. The ocean model 
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includes a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model and is defined on a grid with 

approximately 2.8° resolution (increased meridional resolution of 0.5° in the tropics to allow 

a more realistic representation of the ENSO phenomenon) and 20 irregularly spaced levels in 

the vertical. Acceleration by a factor 10 has been applied to the orbital forcing in these 

experiments to produce a two-member ensemble of transient Holocene runs covering the last 

7000 yr (Lorenz and Lohmann, 2004). 

3.3.2.2 ECHO-G (II) 

Model and forcing are identical to ECHO-G (I), except for the fact that there is no 

acceleration applied on the orbital forcing for the Holocene transient run. Comparing the 

results of the non-accelerated ECHO-G (II) experiment with those from the accelerated 

ECHO-G (I) allows an assessment of the effect of orbital acceleration on the Holocene 

simulation of the SWW.  

3.3.2.3 COSMOS 

The core of COSMOS consists of the atmosphere model ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003) 

and the ocean model MPI-OM (Marsland et al., 2003). For long-term integrations, a low- 

resolution version of this model is applied with spectral T31 (3.75° transform grid) resolution 

in the atmosphere and approximately 3°5 horizontal resolution in the ocean. In the vertical, 

atmosphere and ocean model grids are defined on 19 and 40 levels, respectively. The ocean 

model includes a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model with viscous-plastic rheology. A 

dynamic vegetation module is coupled to the land surface model JSBACH allowing an 

interactive adaptation of the terrestrial biosphere to varying climate conditions (Brovkin et 

al., 2009). Orbital acceleration with a factor 10 has been applied to simulate the past 8000 yr. 

Besides the simulations with coupled general circulation models described above, two 

Holocene runs with Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) are also 

included in this study, they being, ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE and CLIMBER2-LPJ. 

3.3.2.4 ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE 

The first EMIC transient run was carried out with version 3 of ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE. The 

atmospheric component is ECBilt, a quasi-geostrophic model with 3 layers in the vertical and 

T21 (~5.6°) horizontal resolution (Opsteegh et al., 1998). CLIO is the oceanic component and 
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consists of a free-surface, primitive-equation ocean general circulation model coupled to a 

dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Goosse and Fichefet, 1999). CLIO is defined on 20 

levels in the vertical and has a 3° horizontal resolution. VECODE interactively simulates the 

dynamics of trees and grasses (Brovkin et al., 2002). Orbital forcing without acceleration was 

applied to simulate the past 9000 yr. 

3.3.2.5 CLIMBER2-LPJ 

The second EMIC used in this inter-comparison is CLIMBER2-LPJ (Petoukhov et al., 2000). 

The model consists of a 2.5-dimensional statistical-dynamical atmosphere with a resolution 

of approximately 51° (longitude) by 10° (latitude), a zonally averaged ocean resolving three 

basins with a latitudinal resolution of 2.5°, and a sea-ice model. CLIMBER2-LPJ also 

contains dynamic vegetation, oceanic biogeochemistry, a model for marine biota, and a 

sediment model (Archer, 1996; Brovkin et al., 2002, 2007). The transient simulations were 

carried out with non-accelerated orbital forcing for the past 8000 yr, keeping greenhouse gas 

forcing fixed as in the other model experiments to pre-industrial levels. 

 

The model descriptions are summarized in Table 1. The spatial distribution of the annual 

mean SWW for the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP represented in various models is given in 

Fig. 1 of the Supplement
*
. 

 

3.4 Results 

In this section, we present the simulated insolation-forced SWW Holocene trends for all 

climate models used for the inter-comparison. As the strength and position of the SWW are 

strongly related to meridional surface temperature gradients (Brayshaw et al., 2008; Lu et al., 

2010; Chen et al., 2010) we will also analyse the modelled trends in surface temperature. In 

order to have a time period of comparison which is common for all model simulations, all 

analyses are done for the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP. For CCSM3 and ECHO-G (I) we 

have used the three-member and two-member ensemble means, respectively. 

 

 

 

*See Appendix 1 
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Model Name Orbital Acceleration Resolution 

CCSM3 by a factor of 10 ; 3 member 

ensemble 

T31 - Atmosphere & Land : 3.75° ; 26 layers 

Ocean & Ice : 3.6°x1.6°; 25 layers 

ECHO-G (I) by a factor of 10 ; 2 member 

ensemble 

T30 - Atmosphere & Land : 3.8° ; 19 layers 

Ocean & Ice : 2.8° ; 20 layers 

ECHO-G (II) non-accelerated ; 1 simulation T30 - Atmosphere & Land : 3.8° ; 19 layers 

Ocean & Ice : 2.8° ; 20 layers 

COSMOS by a factor of 10 ; 1 simulation T31 - Atmosphere & Land : 3.75° ; 19 layers 

Ocean & Ice : 3° ; 40 layers 

ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE non-accelerated ; 1 simulation T21 - Atmosphere : 5.6° ; 3 layers 

Ocean : 3° ; 20 layers 

CLIMBER2-LPJ non-accelerated ; 1 simulation Atmosphere : 51°x10° 

Ocean : Zonally averaged, with 2.5° latitudinal 

resolution ; 11 layers 

 

Table 1 Brief summary of the climate models used for inter-comparison. 

 

3.4.1 Annual and seasonal mean trends in SWW 

The spatial distribution of Holocene trends in the annual-mean low-level zonal wind in the 

Southern Hemisphere for the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP for all models is represented in 

Fig. 3. The zonal wind trends are plotted at 850 hPa for CCSM3, ECHO-G (I and II) and 

COSMOS, and at the lowermost model level for ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE (800 hPa) and 

CLIMBER2-LPJ. All models exhibit a general trend of strengthening in the southern and 

central SWW region and a weakening trend in the northern part of the SWW belt, which can 

be interpreted as a poleward displacement of the annual mean westerly circulation during the 

course of the mid-to-late Holocene (Fig. 3). This spatio-temporal wind pattern resembles a 

long-term trend of the Southern Annular Mode (or Antarctic Oscillation) towards its positive 

phase (e.g. Sen Gupta and England, 2006). Strengthening of the SWW in the latitudinal belt 

between about 40°S and 60°S (i.e. the SWW core region) is most intense and continuous in 

ECHO-G (I and II), followed by CCSM3. 
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Fig. 3 Trend in the annual mean low-level zonal wind in (a) CCSM3, (b) ECHO-G (I), 

(c) ECHO-G (II), (d) COSMOS, (e) ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE, and (f) CLIMBER2-LPJ 

for the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP. All polar stereographic plots represent the 

Southern Hemisphere, with latitudes placed at 10° interval, starting from equator to 90° 

S. 
 

While COSMOS shows a pronounced strengthening of the SWW in the region between 

~50°S and 70°S, ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE simulates a less annular pattern, but, with respect 

to the zonal mean, a strengthening in the core SWW latitude belt is seen. CLIMBER2-LPJ 

produces the weakest trends, probably due to its simplified dynamics that does not explicitly 

simulate eddy momentum transports.  

The simulated timeseries of the annual-mean SWW temporal evolution in all models used for 

inter-comparison are represented by an index and is displayed in Fig. 4. The index is defined 

as the difference of the zonally averaged zonal low-level winds between the latitudes 55°S 

and 35°S and is a measure for latitudinal displacements of the SWW belt (Varma et al., 

2011). An evident trend observed in all the models is the strengthening of the low-level winds 

towards 55°S during the course of Holocene (Fig. 4). The strongest changes occur during the 

mid-Holocene (4000 to 6000 yr BP) in almost all the models. Again, ECHO-G (I) and 
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ECHO-G (II) are very similar, CLIMBER2-LPJ follows the deterministic insolation, CCSM3 

and COSMOS show pronounced internal variability for the last 3000 yr. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Temporal evolution of annual mean SWW position during the period 7 kyr BP to 

250 yr BP in (a) CCSM3, (b) ECHO-G (I), (c) ECHO-G (II), (d) COSMOS, (e) ECBilt-

CLIOVECODE, and (f) CLIMBER2-LPJ, defined in terms of the difference between 

the latitudes 55°S and 35°S (southern and northern parts of the SWW belt respectively) 

of the zonally averaged low-level zonal winds (black curves). Time axis is plotted against 

the anomaly of the mean wind position. A 1000 yr boxcar smoothing with respect to 

orbital year has been applied to all the time series except for CLIMBER2-LPJ. Linear 

regression lines for the time series are shown in red. Note the different ordinate scales. 

 

The zonally averaged simulated Holocene trends in low-level zonal winds separately for each 

season are represented in Fig. 5 (see Supplement for the maps of seasonal trends in Southern 

Hemisphere zonal winds
*
). For the March-April-May (MAM) season, all models show the 

most pronounced southward shift and strengthening of SWW in the latitudinal belt between 

about 40°S and 60°S. During the June-July-August (JJA) season, CCSM3, ECHO-G (I and 

II) and CLIMBER2-LPJ sustain the pattern of SWW strengthening in that latitudinal belt, 

whereas ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE exhibits a weakening in this region. The most striking 

feature in Figure 5 is the SWW behaviour during the September-October-November (SON) 

season. This season shows the trend of a SWW weakening (between the latitudes ~40°S and 

60°S) and northward shift in all the models, i.e. opposite to the annual-mean trend. 

 

*See Appendix 1 
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Fig. 5 Zonally averaged seasonal and annual mean trends in the low-level zonal wind in 

(a) CCSM3, (b) ECHO-G (I), (c) ECHO-G (II), (d) COSMOS, (e) ECBilt-CLIO-

VECODE, and (f) CLIMBER2-LPJ for the Southern Hemisphere. Note the different 

ordinate scales. 

 

3.4.2 Annual and seasonal mean trends in surface temperature 

The spatial distributions of Holocene trends in Southern Hemisphere annual-mean surface 

temperature for the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP is shown in Fig. 6. The most noticeable 

trend pattern in all models relates to an intense cooling in the southern high latitudes 

especially around Antarctica. In low latitudes, the temperature trend patterns are more 

heterogeneous among the different models. For instance, CCSM3 exhibits a large-scale 

(albeit weak) tropical warming trend, while ECHO-G (II) shows more of a tropical cooling 

(Fig. 6c). The seasonal response pattern of Holocene surface temperature trends in the 

Southern Hemisphere caused by variations in orbital forcing is more entangled. The zonally 

averaged trends in the surface temperature on a seasonal basis as simulated by the different 

models is displayed in Fig. 7 (see Supplement for the Southern Hemisphere maps of seasonal 

trends in surface temperature
*
). Austral summers (DJF) experience a lower-than-present 

insolation during the early Holocene (Fig. 2) resulting in a general warming trend in the 

Southern Hemisphere during the course of the Holocene, which is most pronounced over the 

continents (Fig. 8 of Supplement
*
). 

*See Appendix 1 
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Fig. 6 Trend in the annual mean surface temperature in (a) CCSM3, (b) ECHO-G (I), 

(c) ECHO-G (II), (d) COSMOS, (e) ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE, and (f) CLIMBER2-LPJ 

for the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP. 

 

By contrast, the austral winter season (JJA) shows strong cooling trends over the Southern 

Hemisphere continents as a direct response to decreasing insolation (Fig. 6 of Supplement). 

The MAM and SON seasons exhibit the most uniform trends on a hemispherical scale over 

both Southern Hemisphere land and ocean in all the models (Figs. 5 and 7 of Supplement). 

Among all the seasons, the austral spring (SON) shows the strongest seasonal cooling trend, 

whereas the austral fall (MAM) exhibits the strongest seasonal warming trend (Fig. 7) as a 

result of insolation changes in combination with a delayed response of the climate system by 

1–3 months owing to the thermal inertia of the surface ocean (cf. Renssen et al., 2005). 

However, even during the MAM season, the Southern Ocean regions around Antarctica show 

a cooling trend, opposite to what would be expected from the local insolation trend (Fig. 2). 

This regional cooling trend has been attributed to a long memory of the Southern Ocean 

through the storage of late winter-spring surface temperature anomalies in the deep upper-

ocean winter layer in combination with sea ice-albedo and ice-insulation feedbacks (Renssen 
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et al., 2005). While the study of Renssen et al. (2005) is based on a single coupled model, our 

multi-model inter-comparison supports their results and reveals that this is a robust feature 

captured by all models. As a result, all models show a year-round Holocene cooling trend in 

the Southern Ocean (Figs. 6, 7). 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Zonally averaged seasonal and annual mean trends in the surface temperature in 

(a) CCSM3, (b) ECHO-G (I), (c) ECHO-G (II), (d) COSMOS, (e) ECBilt-CLIO-

VECODE, and (f) CLIMBER2-LPJ for the Southern Hemisphere. Note the different 

ordinate scales. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Surface westerlies result from the westerly momentum flux convergence by transient eddies 

acting against losses by surface friction. The eddies, in turn, are driven by the potential 

energy available in the meridional temperature gradient (e.g. Vallis, 2006). Consequently, 

strength and position of the SWW depends to a large extent on surface temperature patterns 

(Brayshaw et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010). The most significant pattern that 

could be noted in both annual and seasonal means is the strong cooling trend in the southern 

high latitudes, especially around Antarctica (Figs. 6, 7). Ice cores indeed provide evidence for 

a widespread Antarctic Holocene cooling trend (Masson et al., 2000) underpinned by 
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palaeoclimate reconstructions from the Ross Sea (Steig et al., 1998) and the Palmer Deep 

(Domack et al., 2001).  

The southern high-latitude cooling trend results in a steepening of the pole-to-equator surface 

temperature gradient. Recent theoretical and modelling studies have shown that an enhanced 

meridional temperature gradient does not only lead to an overall strengthening of the SWW, 

but that the surface temperature pattern also influences the position of the wind belt 

(Brayshaw et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2010). Accordingly, a stronger meridional 

surface temperature gradient at high latitudes is accompanied by a poleward shift of the 

surface westerlies due to enhanced high-latitude baroclinic wave generation. This may 

explain the overall poleward shifting trend of the SWW that prevails in the annual mean in all 

the models. During the MAM season, when this trend is strongest, two additional effects 

contribute to the southward movement of the westerlies: increasing insolation during the 

austral late summer with highest values in low latitudes (i.e. increasing meridional insolation 

gradient; Fig. 2) in combination with the 1–3 months time lag, owing to the thermal inertia of 

the surface climate system (Renssen et al., 2005), leads to a further increase in the meridional 

temperature gradient as well as to a hemispheric-scale warming trend during the austral fall 

(Fig. 7). By means of general atmospheric circulation modelling and scaling arguments, it has 

recently been shown that an increase in the global (or hemispheric-scale) surface temperature 

increases the latitudinal extent of the Hadley cell (Frierson et al., 2007) and shifts the eddy-

driven surface westerlies towards the pole (Lu et al., 2010), thus contributing to the 

maximum insolation-response of the SWW during the MAM season (Fig. 5). During the 

SON season, the trend in insolation-forcing is of opposite sign (Fig. 2), leading to a 

hemispheric-scale cooling trend and hence an equatorward movement of the SWW (Fig. 5). 

The model results consistently suggest that the annual and seasonal mean SWW exhibit an 

overall strengthening and poleward shifting trend during the course of the mid-to-late 

Holocene under the influence of orbital forcing, except for the austral spring season, where 

the SWW exhibit an opposite trend of shifting towards the equator. Our findings for 

Holocene SWW shifts are largely consistent with a recent study by Rojas and Moreno (2010) 

who analyzed a multi-model-mean of PMIP2 simulations for 6 kyr BP. They found an 

enhanced annual-mean westerly flow between ~35°S and 45°S and a weakening south of 

~45°S for the mid-Holocene time slice relative to the present. 
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Validating the model results with reconstructions of the paleo-SWW proves still to be 

elusive, as there is a substantial incongruity between different proxy records. For the SWW 

core region around 51°–53°S, for instance, terrestrial ecosystem proxy records from western 

Patagonia (Moreno et al., 2010) suggest a trend of increasing SWW strength during the past 

7000 yr that is not supported by sedimentological and pollen based reconstructions of South 

Patagonian precipitation by Lamy et al. (2010). As a cautionary note, we emphasize again 

that the model simulations suggest opposite Holocene trends in SWW variations for different 

seasons (Fig. 5) which may affect the proxy records and their interpretation. 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

The investigation of the temporal and spatial evolution of the SWW along with forcings and 

feedbacks remains a significant challenge in climate research. In this study, we examined the 

Holocene evolution of SWW under the influence of orbital forcing with transient experiments 

using the state-of-the-art comprehensive coupled global climate model CCSM3. In addition, a 

model inter-comparison has been conducted using Holocene transient simulations from four 

other coupled global climate models, namely, ECHO-G, COSMOS, ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE 

and CLIMBER2-LPJ. Analyses and comparison of the model results suggest that the annual 

and seasonal mean SWW were subject to an overall strengthening and poleward shifting 

trend during the course of the mid-to-late Holocene under the influence of orbital forcing, 

except for the austral spring season, where the SWW exhibited an opposite trend of shifting 

towards the equator. The comparison between an accelerated and a non-accelerated ECHO-G 

experiment revealed that the simulation of these trends is unaffected by the orbital 

acceleration technique employed in some of the transient runs. In view of a substantial 

incongruity between different SWW simulations for the Last Glacial Maximum (Rojas et al., 

2009), the agreement among the different models with respect to Holocene SWW trends is 

encouraging. However, the magnitude of SWW shift is much smaller in EMICs compared to 

the comprehensive general circulation models. Therefore, the potential feedbacks in their 

climate/carbon cycle simulations may be underestimated.  

Whether the simulated shifts in the SWW had the potential to affect atmospheric CO2 

concentrations through degassing of the deep ocean via changes in wind-driven upwelling in 

the Southern Ocean (Moreno et al., 2010) remains elusive at the time being. Moreover, the 
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effect of increasing greenhouse gases from the mid to the late Holocene (e.g. Raynaud et al., 

2000) is not included in the orbital-forced model simulations presented here, although there is 

strong evidence for a CO2-induced strengthening and poleward shift of the SWW over the 

past four decades (e.g. Arblaster and Meehl, 2006; Toggweiler and Russell, 2008). In future 

studies, the combined effects of orbital and greenhouse gas forcing should be explored using 

comprehensive climate models in order to put the Southern Hemisphere circulation changes 

of the last decades into a long-term context. 
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Minimum 
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4.1 Abstract 

The Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) constitute an important zonal circulation 

system that dominates the dynamics of the Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes, influencing 

large-scale precipitation and temperature patterns in the extratropics. Variations in their 

intensity and latitudinal position may also affect ocean dynamics through upwelling in the 

Southern Ocean. In the present study, the response of the SWW to reduced solar forcing 

during the Late Maunder Minimum (1675-1715 AD) is investigated. We analyze results from 

two transient simulations (1630-2000 AD) conducted with the coupled atmosphere-ocean 

model EGMAM (ECHO-G with Middle Atmosphere Model): one simulation with fixed 

stratospheric ozone concentration, and one with solar-induced variations in stratospheric 

ozone content. The results suggest that during periods of lower solar activity, the annual-

mean SWW tend to get weaker on their poleward side and shift towards the equator. The 

SWW shift is much more intense and robust for the simulation with varying stratospheric 

ozone compared to its fixed ozone counterpart, suggesting an important influence of solar-

induced stratospheric ozone variations on mid-latitude troposphere dynamics. Amplification 

of the solar signal in low-latitude lower stratospheric temperature by changes in 

photochemical ozone production and associated shortwave heating appears to be crucial in 

this process. Finally, we present proxy evidence from a high-resolution marine sediment core 
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from the Chilean continental slope (41°S), which strongly supports the model result of an 

equatorward displacement of the SWW during the Maunder Minimum. 

4.2 Introduction 

The Southern Hemisphere Westerly Winds (SWW) constitute an important zonal circulation 

system that dominates the dynamics of Southern Hemisphere (SH) mid-latitude climate 

influencing large-scale precipitation patterns and atmospheric heat transports (e.g., 

Shulmeister et al., 2004). Furthermore, they may influence the global ocean circulation (e.g., 

Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995; Biastoch et al., 2009) as well as the CO2 budget in the 

Southern Ocean (Toggweiler et al., 2006; Anderson et al., 2009).  

As a prominent forcing that influences climate on decadal to millennial time-scales (e.g., 

Gray et al., 2010), solar variations - in terms of the total solar irradiance (TSI) - have recently 

been suggested to be a potential driver for centennial-scale SWW variability (Varma et al., 

2011). The general circulation model used by Varma et al. (2011), however, did not include a 

detailed representation of the stratosphere. Moreover, solar variations can affect the 

stratospheric ozone concentration through modification of photo-dissociation rates. This may 

have implications for the climate response to solar forcing, since shortwave heating in the 

stratosphere depends on both solar irradiance and ozone concentration. 

There has been ever growing evidence, from modeling as well as observational studies, that 

dynamical coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere may substantially influence the 

surface climate (e.g., Haigh, 1996; Perlwitz and Harnik, 2003; Haigh et al., 2005; Meehl et 

al., 2009; Gray et al., 2010; Bal et al., 2011). Most of these studies were devoted to the 

response of the climate system to the 11-year solar cycle. Nevertheless, a period of special 

interest regarding the influence of solar variability on Earth‟s climate, is the Maunder 

Minimum (1645-1715 AD; hereafter MM), which witnessed an unusually low solar output 

for a relatively long time (Lean et al., 1995). Shindell et al. (2001) discussed the effect of 

reduced MM solar forcing and stratosphere-troposphere interactions on regional Northern 

Hemisphere winter climate with a particular eye towards the behaviour of the Arctic 

Oscillation/North Atlantic Oscillation (AO/NAO). A shift towards the negative phase of the 

AO/NAO, characterized by weakened Northern Hemisphere westerlies, as suggested by 
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Shindell et al. (2001) for the MM was also supported by data and other model studies (e.g., 

Langematz et al., 2005; Gray et al., 2010; Spangehl et al., 2010). 

While most studies on the impact of MM solar forcing on climate focussed on the Northern 

Hemisphere extratropics, the SH climate during MM has received only little attention, even 

though there is evidence for a solar influence on the SWW and the AAO based on 

observational data from the past ~50 years (Roscoe and Haigh, 2007) and modeling studies 

(Haigh, 1996; Bal et al., 2011). In the present study, we examine the response of the SWW to 

changes in solar activity and the role of stratospheric ozone variations during the period from 

the Late Maunder Minimum (1675-1715 AD; hereafter LMM) to pre-industrial (1716-1790 

AD; hereafter PI) using transient climate simulations from the coupled atmosphere-ocean 

general circulation model EGMAM (ECHO-G with Middle Atmosphere Model), carried out 

by Spangehl et al. (2010).   

4.3 Method 

The coupled climate model EGMAM (Huebner et al., 2007) is based on ECHO-G (Legutke 

and Voss, 1999). The atmospheric component is ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996), extended 

for the middle atmosphere, with a spatial resolution of T30/L39 (~3.75° and 39 levels). The 

oceanic component is HOPE-G (Hamburg Ocean Primitive Equation Global Model) which 

includes a dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model (Wolff et al., 1997). The ocean model grid 

has a horizontal resolution of 2.8° and 20 levels in the vertical (with increased meridional 

resolution of 0.5° in the tropics). 

Two transient simulations were performed using EGMAM covering the period 1630-2000 

AD, which were driven by time-dependent changes in radiative forcing accounting for solar 

variability and volcanic activity (Crowley, 2000) as well as changes in greenhouse gas 

(GHG) concentrations (Blunier et al., 1995; Etheridge et al., 1996). The change in TSI from 

the MM to the present day is ~0.3 % (scaled after Lean et al., 1995). The first simulation 

(hereafter EGMAM1) uses fixed prescribed climatological ozone representing annual cycle 

variations only (Brühl, 1993). The second simulation (hereafter EGMAM2) additionally 

includes prescribed variations in stratospheric ozone as part of the solar impact. Here, 

temporal changes in stratospheric ozone concentration and corresponding changes in 
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stratospheric heating rates due to solar variations are implemented by globally scaling the 

monthly ozone anomaly fields with TSI variations. The effect of reduced photolytic ozone 

production on stratospheric ozone concentration during the MM is estimated on the basis of 

offline calculations (Langematz et al., 2005; Spangehl et al., 2010). We note that the ozone 

climatology used here as a background has been corrected for anthropogenic influence and 

thus represents pre-industrial conditions. Both EGMAM1 and EGMAM2 use a simplified 

radiation scheme, i.e. the solar spectrum is represented by only two intervals, one for 

ultraviolet (UV)/visible (0.2-0.68 µm) and one for near-infrared (0.68-4.0 µm) (Roeckner et 

al., 1996).  

Here, we will compare climatic averages from two distinct periods prior to the anthropogenic 

influence from GHG, the LMM (1675-1715 AD) and the PI (1716-1790 AD), characterized 

by low and high solar activity, respectively. The difference in the solar forcing between the 

periods of PI and LMM is ~0.33 W/m
2
, while that of volcanic forcing is only ~0.12 W/m

2
. 

Therefore, the dominant forcing of the LMM climate, when compared to PI, is solar. The 

LMM anomaly of annual mean stratospheric ozone concentration relative to PI exhibits a 

reduction of up to ~2%. Both simulations, EGMAM1 and EGMAM2, are started from the 

same initial conditions taken from a long pre-industrial control run. A more detailed 

description of the model setup, initialisation and forcings is given in Spangehl et al. (2010).  

4.4 Results 

The annual mean zonal wind anomalies along with the vertical velocity anomalies for the 

period of the LMM (averaged over 1675-1715 AD) relative to the PI (averaged over 1716-

1790 AD) are shown in Fig. 1 for both EGMAM1 and EGMAM2. At the surface, an overall 

weakening of the westerlies in the latitude belt between ~40°S and 60°S is found during the 

LMM (Figs. 1a and 1d). North of 40°S, at the northern margin of the SWW belt, a 

strengthening of the westerlies is found during the LMM in the EGMAM2 experiment. This 

pattern of SWW weakening between ~40°S and 60°S along with positive westerly wind 

anomalies to the north of it can be interpreted as an equatorward shift of the annual-mean 

SWW for the period of lower solar activity. The general SWW weakening and equatorward 

shift during the LMM is also observed in the higher levels of the troposphere (Figs. 1b and 

1e). While the weakening observed is statistically significant at the 0.05 level in the 
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experiment with varying solar-induced stratospheric ozone (EGMAM2), it is not significant 

in the experiment with constant ozone (EGMAM1). The austral summer season 

(December/January/February) witnesses the strongest response pattern of equatorward shift 

of the SWW in both the simulations (not shown). The equatorward shift of the annual mean 

SWW resembles the negative phase of the AAO (e.g., Thompson and Wallace, 2000). 

Consistent with the responses in zonal velocity, anomalies in zonally averaged annual mean 

vertical velocity (omega) are significant at the 0.05 level only in EGMAM2 (Figs. 1c and 1f). 

For the LMM, EGMAM2 simulates an anomalous ascent around ~40°S and an anomalous 

descent around ~20°S, indicating a contraction of the Hadley cell. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Annual mean zonal wind and vertical velocity (omega) anomalies (LMM-mean 

minus PI-mean) in the EGMAM simulations. (a) and (d) Zonal wind anomalies at 1000 

hPa in EGMAM1 (fixed ozone) and EGMAM2 (varying ozone), respectively. Latitudes 

are marked from equator to 90°S and are placed at 10° interval. (b) and (e) Zonally 

averaged zonal wind anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere in EGMAM1 and 

EGMAM2, respectively. (c) and (f) Zonally averaged vertical velocity anomalies in the 

Southern Hemisphere in EGMAM1 and EGMAM2, respectively. Stippling indicates 

significance of the anomaly at the 0.05 level according to a Student’s t-test. 
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The LMM annual-mean temperature anomalies relative to the PI are shown in Fig. 2. Both 

simulations, EGMAM1 and EGMAM2, reveal a significant surface cooling in most areas of 

the SH of similar magnitude. At higher atmospheric levels, the temperature response in 

EGMAM2 is much more pronounced (and statistically significant) than in EGMAM1 (Figs. 

2b and 2d). Here, the dominant feature observed for the LMM temperature anomaly is a 

general cooling of the lower tropical and subtropical stratosphere that is strongly amplified by 

the stratospheric ozone loss in EGMAM2 (Fig. 2d). 

 

 

Fig. 2 Annual mean temperature anomalies (LMM-mean minus PI-mean) in the 

EGMAM simulations. (a) and (c) Surface temperature anomalies in EGMAM1 (fixed 

ozone) and EGMAM2 (varying ozone), respectively. Latitudes are marked from equator 

to 90°S and are placed at 10° interval. (b) and (d) Zonally averaged temperature 

anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere in EGMAM1 and EGMAM2, respectively. 

Stippling indicates significance of the anomaly at the 0.05 level according to a Student’s 

t-test. 
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4.5 Discussion 

In contrast to EGMAM2, both low-latitude stratospheric temperature and mid-latitude zonal 

wind signals for the LMM are weak and hardly significant in EGMAM1, suggesting that 

solar-induced stratospheric ozone variations play a crucial role in governing the SWW 

response to solar forcing brought about by the dynamical coupling between stratosphere and 

troposphere. A mechanism of stratosphere-troposphere coupling that can explain our results 

has been suggested by Haigh et al. (2005). Using a simplified model of the general 

atmosphere circulation, it was shown that during periods of higher solar activity, a low-

latitude heating of the lower stratosphere leads to weakening of the subtropical jets associated 

with an expansion of the Hadley cells and a poleward shift of the westerlies which is 

primarily maintained by anomalous eddy momentum flux convergence in the upper 

troposphere. According to Haigh et al. (2005), low-latitude heating of the lower stratosphere 

increases the static stability in this region, lowers the tropopause and reduces the wave fluxes 

there, thus leading to coherent changes through the depth of the troposphere, involving the 

latitudinal location and width of the mid-latitude jet stream and its associated storm track.  

In order to isolate the influence of solar-induced varying ozone on the temperature anomalies, 

the difference between the annual mean zonally averaged temperature anomalies between 

EGMAM2 and EGMAM1 is calculated (Fig. 3).  The noticeable features of temperature 

anomalies are the weaker cooling in EGMAM2 compared to EGMAM1 in the SH high- 

latitude troposphere and lower stratosphere along with a stronger cooling in the SH mid-to-

low latitudes lower stratosphere. In both the simulations, the stratospheric warming in the 

high-latitudes is not statistically significant (from Figs. 2b and 2d) and hence is not further 

discussed. The relative tropospheric warming in high latitudes is consistent with the negative 

polarity of the AAO associated with the weaker and equatorward shifted SWW in the 

EGMAM2 simulation (e.g., Thompson and Wallace, 2000). The pronounced low-latitude 

lower stratospheric cooling in EGMAM2 indicates that the mechanism suggested by Haigh et 

al. (2005) can be applied to the LMM. The year-round (not shown) cooling of the low-

latitude lower stratosphere  during the LMM reduced the static stability over that region and 

raised the tropopause, leading to the significant equatorward shift of the annual mean SWW, 

associated with a contraction of the Hadley cell (Fig. 1). In experiments with solar-induced 

varying stratospheric ozone, the simulated year-round cooling of the low-latitude lower 
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stratosphere during solar minima is consistent with the stratospheric response to the 11-year 

Sunspot cycle based on observations and re-analysis data, whereas the observed correlation 

between solar flux and stratospheric temperatures is ambiguous in high latitudes (Labitzke, 

2001).  

 

Our model evidence for a possible relation between solar activity and SWW shifts is 

supported by proxy data. A high-accumulation rate marine sediment core (GeoB3313-1) from 

the Chilean continental slope (41°S, 74.45°W) is interpreted as a Holocene record of local 

rainfall variations through its iron content, which can be interpreted in terms of SWW 

position (Lamy et al., 2001; Varma et al., 2011). A comparison of this iron record with 

reconstructions of solar activity based on 
14

C (Solanki et al., 2004) and 
10

Be (Steinhilber et 

al., 2009) for the last 500 years, which include the Dalton Minimum (ca. 1795-1825 AD) and 

the MM, is shown in Fig. 4. A higher concentration of iron in the sediment core indicates 

drier conditions probably due to southward shifted SWW, whereas a lower iron concentration 

is indicative of wetter conditions suggesting northward shifted SWW (Lamy et al., 2001). 

During the solar minimum periods (e.g. Dalton Minimum and MM), the iron record shows 

negative anomalies suggesting an enhanced precipitation in the hinterland of the coring site. 

Pearson correlation coefficients suggest a statistically significant link between solar activity 

and the SWW, characterized by an equatorward (poleward) shift of the SWW during periods 

of lower (higher) solar activity, which is especially pronounced during the MM (Fig. 4).  

Fig. 3 Difference between the zonally 

averaged annual mean temperature 

anomalies (LMM-mean minus PI-mean) 

in EGMAM2 and EGMAM1 simulations 

(i.e. Fig. 2d minus 2b) in the Southern 

Hemisphere.  
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Since a low resolution model has been used in this study, local features and in particular, 

orographic rainfall at the Andes cannot be fully captured. However, EGMAM still simulates 

positive precipitation anomalies over the region of enhanced westerlies in Patagonia (in 

particular during austral summer), but statistically not significant at the 0.05 significance 

level according to a t-test (not shown). 

 

 

Fig. 4 Reconstruction of the SWW position (based on the GeoB3313-1 iron record, 

Lamy et al., (2001); blue line) versus solar activity based on 
10

Be (Steinhilber et al., 

(2009); green line) and 
14

C (Solanki et al., (2004); red line), for the last 500 years. Grey 

bars mark the low solar activity periods of the Dalton Minimum and the Maunder 

Minimum. Time series are unsmoothed, detrended and standardized. The negative 

(positive) iron anomalies suggest northward (southward) shifted SWW (Lamy et al., 

2001; Varma et al., 2011). 95% confidence intervals (in brackets) for Pearson 

correlation coefficients (r) were calculated using a bootstrap method, where 

autocorrelation has been taken into account (Mudelsee, 2003).  

 

4.6 Conclusions 

We studied the stratospheric influence on the variability of the SWW during the period from 

LMM to PI, using results from a coupled atmosphere-ocean model with a detailed 

representation of the middle atmosphere. The analysis of two transient simulations with fixed 
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as well as solar-induced varying stratospheric ozone points to an important effect of solar-

induced stratospheric ozone variations on the SWW during the MM and possibly also during 

other multi-decadal to centennial solar minima. The model results support the hypothesis that 

during periods of lower solar output, the annual mean SWW tend to get weaker on the 

poleward side and exhibit an equatorward shift. In addition, proxy evidence was presented, 

which supports the hypothesis of an equatorward SWW shift during solar minima. 

While a „bottom-up‟ mechanism via shortwave absorption at the surface in combination with 

feedbacks involving ocean and sea-ice dynamics was suggested by Varma et al. (2011) to 

explain the SWW response to centennial-scale changes in TSI during the Late Holocene, the 

present study highlights the significance of the stratosphere along with its ozone content as a 

potential driver for multi-decadal to centennial-scale extratropical climate variability in the 

Southern Hemisphere, through a „top-down‟ process. Amplification of the solar signal in low-

latitude stratospheric temperature by changes in photochemical net ozone production and 

associated heating rates appears to be crucial in this process. We propose that the „bottom-up‟ 

and „top-down‟ mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and that the processes linking solar 

variability to the SWW in the two different ways may complement each other, thus leading to 

a stronger total response than given by each individual process alone. 

We finally conclude that the role of the Sun in driving SH extratropical climate dynamics has 

likely been underestimated in previous simulations of past climate change, using models that 

did not account for solar-induced stratospheric ozone variations. Future studies should further 

evaluate the uncertainty range of past tropospheric and stratospheric responses to solar 

forcing by using different reconstructions of total and spectral solar irradiance as well as 

implementing interactive climate-chemistry feedbacks. 
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Chapter 5 

5. Summary and Outlook 

5.1 Summary of the results 

The main focus of this thesis was to understand the variability of SWW during the Holocene 

under the influence of solar and orbital forcings. To this end numerical simulations were 

carried out using the comprehensive coupled climate model CCSM3 with solar and orbital 

forcings under the Holocene scenario. Along with CCSM3, results from several other models 

(GCMs as well as EMICs) were also used for inter-comparison. A comparison study with 

proxy evidence was also provided to test the hypothesis of a possible influence of solar 

activity on SWW variability.   

5.1.1 SWW variability under solar forcing 

To investigate the role of TSI on SWW variability, sensitivity experiments were carried out 

using CCSM3 with a reduced TSI of 1363 W/m
2 

and compared with the control simulation 

with TSI value of 1365 W/m
2 

employing the pre-industrial boundary conditions in the low 

resolution version of the model. Analyses of these model results suggested that for periods of 

lower (higher) solar activity the annual mean SWW experienced an equatorward/northward 

(poleward/southward) shift. Another interesting result observed in these simulations was the 

opposite pattern in the direction of SWW shift for various seasons. Austral summer (DJF) 

season showed an equatorward shift in SWW for lower solar activity (similar to annual mean 

pattern) wherein austral winter (JJA) showed a poleward shift for lower solar activity. In 

addition, to test if the sensitivity of the model is sufficient to detect recurring solar-forced 

SWW shifts and if the response is dependent on the Holocene background climate, a set of 

three experiments was carried out with idealized solar forcing where each of the experiments 

was initialized from an orbitally forced transient Holocene run (9 kyr BP to the present day) 

by taking the model years having orbital forcing corresponding to 8.5 kyr BP, 5.5 kyr BP and 

2.5 kyr BP respectively. A sinusoidally varying solar irradiance forcing with a period of 200 

years and amplitude of 1 Wm
-2

 was applied to the model for each time slice (intended to 

mimic the de Vries solar cycle) and integrated to include 3.5 de Vries solar cycles in each of 

the three experiments. The TSI forcing along with the position of the SWW (defined in terms 
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of the difference between the latitudes 55°S and 35°S which represent the southern and 

northern parts of the SWW belt, respectively) were compared for the early, mid and late 

Holocene experiments. In each experiment, forcing and response exhibit a strikingly similar 

temporal pattern, i.e. higher (lower) solar activity resulted in a poleward (equatorward) shift 

of the SWW, thus supporting the evidence from the first set of sensitivity experiments with 

high and low TSI values. Also, a high-resolution iron record from the Chilean continental 

slope (41°S), which is interpreted to reflect changes in the position of the SWW, was shown 

to be significantly correlated with reconstructed solar activity during the past 3000 years. 

Taken together, the model and proxy results suggest that centennial-scale periods of lower 

(higher) solar activity caused equatorward (southward) shifts of the annual mean SWW.  

5.1.2 SWW variability under orbital forcing 

To study the evolution of the SWW under orbital forcing from the mid-Holocene (7 kyr BP) 

to pre-industrial modern times (250 yr BP) transient experiments using the comprehensive 

coupled global climate model CCSM3 were performed using the low resolution version of 

the model with pre-industrial boundary conditions. In addition to the CCSM3 experiments, a 

model inter-comparison was also carried out using orbitally forced Holocene transient 

simulations from four other global climate models namely ECHO-G, COSMOS, ECBilt-

CLIO-VECODE and CLIMBER2-LPJ. While ECHO-G and COSMOS are comprehensive 

coupled GCMs, ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE and CLIMBER2-LPJ belong to the category of 

EMICs. This study also provided a platform to compare between experiments with 

accelerated orbital forcing and non-accelerated orbital forcing. The comparison showed that 

the simulation of the Holocene trends is unaffected by the orbital acceleration technique 

employed in some of the transient runs. Analyses and comparison of the model results 

consistently suggested that the annual and seasonal mean SWW were subject to an overall 

strengthening and poleward shifting trend during the course of the mid-to-late Holocene 

under the influence of orbital forcing, except for the austral spring (SON) season, where 

the SWW exhibited an opposite trend of shifting towards the equator.   

5.1.3 SWW variability under solar forcing: the role of stratospheric ozone 

As mentioned earlier, the solar sensitivity experiments using CCSM3 employed a low 

resolution version which did not include a detailed stratosphere or ozone chemistry and used 
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prescribed ozone for simulations. This prevented the understanding of any possible influence 

of solar activity on SWW variability through the stratosphere and its ozone content. In order 

to study the response of the SWW to the changes in solar activity in the middle atmosphere, 

during the period from LMM (1675-1715 AD) to PI (1716-1790 AD), analyses of the 

simulation results from the AO-GCM, EGMAM, were carried out. The EGMAM model was 

used by Spangehl et al. (2010) to perform transient simulations using both prescribed as well 

as solar induced varying stratospheric ozone for the period from MM to present-day (1630-

2000 AD). The LMM typically is a period representative of lower solar activity and PI that of 

a higher solar activity. Analyses of the EGMAM results suggested that during periods of 

lower solar activity, the annual mean SWW tend to get weaker on their poleward side and 

show an equatorward shift. The response pattern was more intense and robust for the 

simulations with varying ozone compared to its fixed ozone counterpart. A high-resolution 

iron record from the Chilean continental slope (41°S),  interpreted to reflect changes in the 

position of the SWW, is significantly correlated with reconstructed solar activity during the 

past 500 years, which also provided the proxy evidence to support the link between solar 

activity and SWW variability.       

5.2 Outlook 

5.2.1 ‘Bottom-up’ and ‘Top-down’ approaches in the Sun-Earth relation 

Our results strongly suggest that solar activity is a significant factor affecting the variability 

in the strength and position of the SWW belt. This has been shown through simulation results 

from coupled climate models without and with detailed middle atmosphere (CCSM3 and 

EGMAM respectively). The striking similarity in the response pattern showing an 

equatorward shift in the annual mean SWW for periods of lower solar activity in both the 

models suggests that both the „bottom-up‟ and „top-down‟ approaches of viewing the solar 

influence on climate (Haigh, 1996; Meehl et al., 2009; Lockwood et al., 2010) are of equal 

importance. The processes linking solar variability to the SWW in the two different scenarios 

may complement each other, thus leading to a stronger total response than given by each 

individual process alone. Hence, it would be important for the future modelling experiments 

to consider both these aspects in order to get a better assessment of the impact of solar 

variability on climate.  
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5.2.2 Palaeo-proxy interpretation 

The results from the analyses and comparison of Holocene transient simulations under orbital 

forcing were controversially escorted by the findings from reconstructed data. While result 

from Moreno et al. (2010) is in agreement with the model findings, the result from Lamy et 

al. (2010) is contradicting the model results.  However, there was a unanimous agreement by 

all the models with the result of Lamy et al. (2010) for the austral spring (SON) season. But it 

should be noted that the model results are only partially comparable with the reconstructions 

of SWW, especially the ones based on precipitation proxies, since all the models applied in 

this study belong to the coarse resolution league where capturing the precipitation 

variabilities in detail remains an issue. The incongruity within the different reconstructed data 

suggests that for future studies, the interpretation of data with the consideration of any 

possible seasonal bias should also be cautiously taken into account. Also, it is noteworthy that 

both the records for SWW show consistent results for the early Holocene period (i.e. ~10 kyr 

BP to 8 kyr BP). The potential factors that might have caused the inconsistency from the mid-

to-late Holocene results are still unclear which also needs to be addressed.  

5.2.3 Spectral composition depiction in climate models  

Another aspect for a future outlook is the inclusion of solar spectral irradiances in model 

simulations. It is a known fact that the thermal structure and composition of the atmosphere 

fundamentally depends on the incoming solar irradiance. While the radiation at the UV 

wavelengths (0.01-0.4 µm) acts as a major source of heating in the middle atmosphere, the 

radiation at visible (0.4-0.75 µm) and near-infrared (0.75-4.0 µm) wavelengths are the ones 

that reach and warm the lower atmosphere including the Earth‟s surface (Brasseur and 

Solomon, 2005). This makes the spectral composition of solar radiation a crucial factor in 

determining the atmospheric structure along with the surface temperature and asserts that the 

response of the atmosphere to variations in solar irradiance depends significantly on the 

spectrum (Haigh, 1994). In a recent study by Haigh et al. (2010), it has been shown using the 

Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) measurements that even though the changes in TSI 

observed in conventional studies (e.g. Lean, 2000) and SIM data sets were similar, their 

difference in spectral compositions and the resulting impacts on the stratosphere, produced 

quite different pictures of the transmission of radiation to the tropopause, modulating a 

different radiative forcing. Most of the current simulations which study the effect of solar 
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variability on tropospheric climate (e.g. those assessed in the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change assessments; Solomon et al., 2007) are forced mainly by the variations in 

TSI alone not resolving the full details of the solar spectrum. The study by Haigh et al. (2010) 

points towards the uncertainty in our understanding about the mechanisms through which the 

solar activity influences the climate system and suggests the importance of the changes in the 

solar spectral irradiance that is mostly underestimated. Thus, inclusion of the effects of solar 

spectral irradiances in the model simulations needs to be addressed which will also provide 

more or even a different insight into the past climate in the context of Sun-Earth relation.  

5.2.4 Influence of GHGs on SWW variability  

This thesis aimed to understand the Holocene response of the SWW to natural forcings like 

solar and orbital. Simulations to this point were also carried out within the context of pre-

industrial boundary conditions. The influence of GHGs (especially CO2) and other 

anthropogenic forcings on the SH atmospheric circulation is also gaining importance in the 

light of recent studies (e.g. Kushner et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2006; Arblaster and Meehl, 

2006; Arblaster et al., 2011). Model experiments along with the reconstructed data extending 

to earlier time periods provide the opportunity to study the contribution of GHGs as well, 

along with natural forcings on climate. However, the uncertainties in GHG forcing scenarios 

still remain an issue. For instance, the middle Pliocene (ca. 3-5 Ma) was a period that 

witnessed high warming of up to 3-4°C in the low latitudes and up to 10°C near the poles 

(e.g. Dekens et al., 2007; Dowsett et al., 2009). Atmospheric CO2 concentrations of up to 

500-600 ppmv (which is roughly twice that of the pre-industrial level) will be required to 

recreate the Pliocene climate in the model simulations following the generally used GHG 

forcing scenarios (cf. Schneider and Schneider, 2009). However studies based on proxy as 

well as model simulations have shown a much less value of about 360-420 ppmv, for 

atmospheric CO2 concentration during that period (e.g. Pagani et al., 2010; Lunt et al., 2010). 

This demonstrates the uncertainty in the GHG forcing generally applied in the models. The 

modelled response of SWW under the influence of different GHG scenarios during earlier 

time periods such as Pliocene could contribute in minimising the forcing-scenario related 

uncertainty provided there are high resolution proxy records extending to the earlier periods 

to validate the model depiction of SWW during that time.  
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5.2.5 SWW during early interglacials 

Analyses of the SWW variability during the periods prior to that of the Holocene will assist 

significantly in the understanding of the SH climate during those times. For instance, the 

Eemian is an interglacial period (~ 130-115 kyr BP) where the eccentricity of the Earth‟s 

orbit around the Sun was much larger compared to that of the Holocene and hence the 

insolation induced changes on climate would also be more pronounced during Eemian than 

during the Holocene. This definitely must have reflected in the SWW response as well. This 

points to the need of further model simulations representing early interglacials, focussing on 

SWW and SH climate. It also demands the requirement of more proxy records from the SH 

covering those periods, to validate the model performance.         
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Appendix 1 

Supplementary material for Chapter 3 

Here, the spatial distribution of annual mean SWW (Fig. 1) is presented along with trends in 

the seasonal mean low-level zonal wind (Figs. 2-5) and surface temperature (Figs. 6-9) for 

the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP for all models. The zonal winds are plotted at 850 hPa for 

CCSM3, ECHO-G (I and II) and COSMOS, and at the lowermost model level for ECBilt-

CLIO-VECODE (800 hPa) and CLIMBER2-LPJ. All polar stereographic plots represent the 

Southern Hemisphere, with latitudes starting from equator to 90°S, placed at 10° interval.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Annual mean low-level zonal wind in a) CCSM3, b) ECHO-G (I), c) ECHO-G 

(II), d) COSMOS, e) ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE, and f) CLIMBER2-LPJ, temporally 

averaged over the period 7 kyr BP to 250 yr BP. 
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Fig. 2 Trend in the low-level zonal wind for the JJA season in a) CCSM3, b) ECHO-G 

(I), c) ECHO-G (II), d) COSMOS, e) ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE, and f) CLIMBER2-LPJ. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 2 but for the SON season. 
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Fig. 4 Same as Fig. 2 but for the DJF season. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 2 but for the MAM season. 
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Fig. 6 Trend in the surface temperature for the JJA season in a) CCSM3, b) ECHO-G 

(I), c) ECHO-G (II), d) COSMOS, e) ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE, and f) CLIMBER2-LPJ. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 6 but for the SON season. 
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 6 but for the DJF season. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 6 but for the MAM season.
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Appendix 2 

 

 

 

*
CCSM3 data for both solar and orbital experiments are stored in the PERM directory 

of the HLRN machine, Hannover. 

*
EGMAM data along with the Holocene transient data used for multi-model inter-

comparison are stored in the /raid3/ machine of the Geosystem Modelling working 

group, Dept. of Geosciences, University of Bremen. 

Idealized (I) represents experiments with low and high TSI values. 

Idealized (II) represents experiments with sinusoidally varying TSI values. 

 

In addition, an orbitally forced non-accelerated Holocene transient run was also carried out 

using CCSM3, the data for which are stored in the MARUM fileserver 

(/mnt/marumfs/vidya). 

The CCSM3 simulation results will be made available on the PANGAEA database 

(http://www.pangaea.de/).  

 

 


